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Election results to be relead
Staff report

else. She said she wouldn't have the
opportunity to find out the results until 5 p.m.

Positions being filled
press time results of . Student
Government elections were not available to ,are Student Government
president, vice president
University Chronicle.
However, at 4 p.m. today election results and 14 senatofS 0 at-large.
Senators-at-large
will be announCed in the Glacier Room in
positions are filled
AtwOOO Memorial Center.
According to Nate Lissila, chainnan of the according to SCSU's
election committee, the results were tallied this enrollment
For e~ery 1,000
morning at 8 a.m.
University Chronicle requested the results, students enrolled, there is
but was denied' by Student Government one senator-at-large.
Polls were open for
·members.
On Wednesday night, Christy Hovanetz, voting on Tuesday and Wednesday from 9 a.m
Student Government president, told University to IO p.ni. at various locations on campus.
Chronicle the media shouldn't have any Students had to have a validated student ID in
special privilege to the results, before anyone order to ·vote.
_.A t

Campffi,
comniwuty
fight violence

University Chronicle will report the results
of the election in Monday's paper.
The winners will hold
office · for · one year or
until graduation. They
will take office starting
July L
Candidates
for
president were juniors
Amy Hanson and Rob
Callahan.
AccOrding -to the

;~~!f

ALLAHAN
t:~ion,~~v~;~;e~~
run for president a person must have ai:i overall
GPA of 2.0, the person cannot be on academic
or disciplinary probation. They· must also be
enrolled in one or more credits at SCSU.

TRICKS ON A TRAMPOLINE

by Sarah Tieck
°ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

More than 400 people are expected to gather Friday
night in support and tribute.
The '"Take Back the Night" rally begins at 7 p.m. in
Barden Park, located on Fifth Avenue across from the
Education Building; the march will start at 8:30 p.m.
This annual event has been in St Cloud for several
years. It is intended as a tribute to victims of violence especially women and children murdered in Minnesota
throughout the past year.
· "I think you're going to find different communities
will define it differently," explained Mike Sharp,
campus minister at Unitecf Ministries who is a member
of the planning committee as well as an advocate at the
Sexual Assault Center.
In St. Cloud, SCSU Sexual Assault Coordinator Lee
LaDue described ihe event's atmosphere as powerful
and filled_with energy.
She stressed the event was not just for women - ·
Sharp is.one Of many men involved in the annual event.
"l,think as a man I have a Pai:ticuJar responsibility,"
he said, explaining his involvement with 1he issue.
,· Issues facing society, such as racism, sexism,
violence, sexual violence and murder are linked,
according to Sharp. The problems stemming from these
issues create a reality that results in actions against
people. This creates victims, sorvivors and pain.
"We need to confront that aS a culture," he
explained.
Shirp said what attracts him to the event is {he
balance of energies. He said it is an event which really
manages lo capture the different aspects and feelings
that go aJong with violence - the pain and oppression
as well as the hope, recovery and energy. An evem and
forum such as this helps people to heal their spirits, he
said.
''This is one that really g\"llSpS both 9f those things,"
Sharp explained.
The rally and open mic allow vi~tims, suppor1ers
and survivors to sha~ their stories and feelings. Some
express anger, others mpum, LaDt.ie said.
"It's a very nurtµring place," she explained, noting
the event allows the raw feelings to tum into positive
energy because the suppor1ive atmosphere allows
people to share their stories iind their pain.
It is a discipline not to ignore the issues, Sharp said.
'That's what is really important for me- keeping it KTUti11e WhiJdSrAFF PH(JT<X,RAPHER
i-n the forefront, no1 forgetting,'' he explained
Freshman Casey· Colin spends his afternoon jumping on a trampoline
For more infonnation, call 255-4958.
Sunday at the corner of Fourth Street and Third Avenue near campus.

IFOo.ffers
new contract
proposal
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Negotiations· ha".e not yet been
scheduled, but Minnesota State Colleges.
and Universities has received a new
proposal from the Intei'- Faculty
Organization, according to Anne
Weyandt,' chief negotiator from
MnSCU.
Jim Pehler, president of the SCSU
Faculty Association, said he does not
know the exact contents of the new IFO
proposal. He said it was delivered to
MnSCU through a mediator on Friday.
No response had been received from
MnSCU by 2c30
p.m.
Wednesday,
Pehler said.
'There are three
possible· ways for
MnSCU to react
to IFO's new
proposal, Pehler
explained.
MnSCU could ask
to meet.with IFO,
Jeyt PEHLER
say the proposal is
Unacceptable or send IFO a new
proposal. At this point, he said both sides
are communicating through a mediator
who delivered IFO's latest proposal and
is responsible for explaining any
changes to MnSCU's negotiating team.
IFO is the union representing faculty
from the seven Minnesota state
Universities. IFO and MnSCU last met
for contract neg6tiations on Feb. 21.
Since then, IFO members have approved
strike_ authorization through a strike
authorization vote, allowing -the IFO
board to declare a strike at any time.
On April 17, IFO received their first
proposal from MnSCU since the last
round of negotiations on Feb. 21, which
IFO rejected.
"We knew that the IFO had been
having conversations with members
about the state of the bargaining,"
. Weyandt said. She said MnSCU was not
surprised by the vote to authorize a
strik;e, though she called the vote
disappointing.
"We feel it's a positive reaction and a
strong statement," Pehler said. He said
the vote was almost unanimous.
With 86 percent of IFO members
eligible to vote from all of the Minnesota
state universities voting, 90 percent
voted in favor of authorizing a strike.
In the MnSCU proposal IFO
received on April 17, the ecOnomic
package was increased from earlier
negotiations but not equal to IFO's last
proposal. Also, increased use of adjuncts_ at
Minnesota state universities was
dropped, except for · a letter of
understanding which would allow for
increased adjunct use at SCSU and
Moorhead.
These were some of the reasons for
IFO's rejection of the offer.
Go TO PROPOSAL, PAGE 6 -.
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CAMPUS.& CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
St. dolid teachers'
vote authorizes strike
Ninety-four percent of St. Cloud's public
school teachers took part in a strike
authorization voJ:e Tuesday at the Del-Win
Ballroom in St. Joseph.
The strike was authorized by 97 percent of

more than 800 teachers in attendance,
,: , according to the St. Cloud· Education.,
Association. This means teachers can set a
strike date.
Mary Broderick,.SCEA pfesident, said the
SCEA would not go on strike until the

beginning of the next SChool year.
School board Chainnan Henry Ewers.said
the school board and district officials
expected the teachers to authorize this strike.
He explained it is a negotiation tactic used by
unions. He aJso noted the •board and officials
were trying.to deal as fairly as possible.

The negotiations ·for the 1997-1999
contracts have been going on fot almost ·a
year.
Last December, the St. Cloud School
Board asked the state's Bureau of Mediation
Se_rvices for help with the contracts. No
agreement has been reached at this time.
The school board will meet on May 13 to
discuss negotiation strategies. Also, school
district officials said there will be a mediation
session at 4 p.m., May 15. Bnxierick said no
new negotiation sessions are scheduled.

Owner of D.B. Searle's
reports interest in
re-opening
Bill Naegele, owner ~f the D.B. Searle's
building, said there is interest in opening D.B.
Searle's under new management.

1984.
D.B. Searle 1s closed unexpectedly last
month.
.This closing is attributed to the .possible

elimination of drink specials arxl changes in
minimum ,w,.ge laws.

Local 'Seinfeld' signoff party planned for
last episode
There will be a "Seinfeld" sign-off bash at

7 p.m. on Ma)' 14 at O'Hara's Brew Pub and
Restaurant. ·
The Sr. Cloud Times, KCLD andO'Hara's
will be hosting the party.
The evening's events include a "Seinfeld"
look-alike contest.
1be winner will receive two free roundtrip tickets to anywhere in the United States
from Lake ~egion Travel.
This party will coincide with.. the last
episode of the series which is in its eighth
season.

STATE & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S

HAPPENING
TODAY
National Day of Prayer
Across the United States,
people will be singing and
praying all day. This is the
10th year of the event - St.
Clou·d has,taken part for·
seven years.

FRIDAY
Take Back the Night
Starting at 7 p.m. in
Barden Park on Fifth
Avenue , people will gather to
pay tribute to women and
children who were victims of
violence or murdered in
Minnesota. Call 255-4958 for
more information.

Chocolate facing
extinction in
next decade?
In April, several major candy
companies· met with conservation
groups and small cocoa farmers to
discuss the status of the world's
chocolate supply.
The average American eats 11. 7
lbs. of chocolate per year.
Reportedly, consumption is up
by 3 percent each
year,
and production is down by 1.5
percent.
·
People are eating chocolate bars
twice as fast as they are produced
and this year's cocoa crop is falling
behind expectations.
.These suppliers are working to

ensure there is noi a-shortage of
Kevin Game;tt is currently
cocoa and chocolate in the future.
signed· with a..,. $126 million
Carol Knigbt, vice president of package. Tom Gugliotta will be a
scientific affairs at the American free agent this summer, so it is a
Cocoa Research Institute in priority to sign him. Stephan
McLean, · Va, said the chocolate Marbury will be a free agent
supply will not disappear overnight starting in summer 1999.
- but it could decline in 10 years.
Marbury has hinted he wants a
She said it is important to begin package similar to Garnett's.
working to ensure there will be a
Negotiators
for
the
future for the industry and product. -.'Iimberwolves are working with a
$32 million dollar salary cap. This
limits some negotiations and the
power to attract free agents.
Next season, the Wolves will
probably have many of the same
players.
In order to. keep Gugliotta, the
The
Timberwolves
are Wolyes may have to offer a multibeginning to negotiate contracts year deal worth close to $80
with players and design the team million.
for the 1998-1999 season.
Other priorities for the team

Timberwolves
plan for start of
next season

include developing the current
roster and finding reliable centers.

'Ally McBeal'
inspires co-ed
bathrooms
. Television's "Ally McBeal" is
creating a trend. In the show t e
bathroom is used by men and
women at the same time.
In the United States, a modified
version of this is taking hold.
People
may
soon
spot
bathrooms to be used by both sexes,
but at differenl times.
This will help accommodate
thos_e who require assistance people with disabilities and parents
with children.

IN IIJsTORY...

SUNDAY
Mother's Day
Don't forget to call your
mom and send her a card on
this special day!

toaRRCTIONS
In "Facult)' selected for England
Program" in the May 4 edition of
Chronicle,
Krista
McCallum-Beatty's,
Nancy
Brennan's and Neal Voelz's names
were misspelled. McCallum-Beatty
serves as counselor. It was
incorrectly
stated
that
the
coordinator of residential life lives
in Alnwick for 12 months - that
person does not "travel to England
with the group." Applications are
open until May 8.

.,-University

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it Jo
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301 -4498.

Index
News ...
Career & Money ..
Commentary/Opinion~
Sports.
Diversions ..
Classifieds ..

He said he thinks they will hear something
in the next week, and much of the interest has
come from buyers outside the St. Cloud area.
He said they wanted to find someone
with restaurant _experience and also noted
the sale would depend on liql\or license
approval.
The city is currently investigating a
transfer of fonner owners Jeff and Holly
Celusta to Restaurants No Limit, according to
City Clerk Gregg Engdahl.
Such an investigation takes 45 to 60 days.
So, the restaurant would not be open until
July.
.
~estaurants No Limit. which is Naegele's
company, remodeled the building in 1977.
D.B. ~!e's was opened iri 1978, and Jeff
Celusta_bought the restaurant fro'!' Naegele in

3-6
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. .8/ 9
11
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YFARS AGO•••

On July 20, 1981 the American
Federation Of State, County and
Municipal Employees, Council 6,
started picketing as part of the state
employees• strike.
The summer was a slow time
l.x:cause of slow enrollment; however,
many
around
campus
were
inconvenienced due to the loss of these
employees. Hours were reduced for
the cashier's office and printing
services; also, mail room employees,
secretaries and other state employees
were not available_ to help with
correspondences and bther operations.
No further negotiations between
Council 6 employees and the state
were planned at the time of the strike.
Their contract dispute wa5 -bver the
amount of money being offered.

:!~~
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and~ ss~a~e he~:O~~l:~0
Asslstaritmanaging eil;for s»IAH TIECK"'
for $50 million more than that.
Associate-editor JuUA Pfff;RS{)N
The strike ended August 10, 1981,
atmidnight.
;'olv~pdito,~~
The employees and the state " 5pomeditorRosLAPti.tiiis.
reached a settlement and employee$
Oplnlo~seditor MArrMci~7;
returned to work. The state's next task , Copyed;torsA1MEE~cz,Jo.seA~Awastofinishfacultynegotiations.
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Annual p<>WWOW::ll:Qflors tnothers

The intertribal is epen rot'·everyone·to dance learn about the ·powwow and have a better
and partic;:ipate. Dancers 3.Jways ~C\: sun- understanding of Indian people, and our
♦♦♦♦
There will be four to 10 vendors selling wise (clock-wise), and special honor songs traditions."
♦♦♦♦
Honoring women, a feast, dancing, authentic American Indian Crafts. One of the will be danced for veterans and the
.
New to this year's powwow will be the
drumming, and other American Indian vendors will be Lakota George, froin community.
traditions will be celebrated thiS Saturday at Fannington, Minn., who will also play flute
Harles has been at SCSU since 1995 and Cuauhtemoc Danzantes, a group of dancers
the fifth annual SCSU traditional powwow.
during the powwow. The feast will consist of held two positions at the SQiU American who will show the traditional Danza
The powwow will begin at I p.m. buffalo meat shipped from Colorado, two Indian Center, assistant director/student ceremony of the Mexica nation, an
Saturday in HaJenbeck Ha11 Main Gym. This . kinds of fry bread, wild rice, com, potatoes, support services coorciin,ator and interim indigenous nation of Mexico.
year's theme, the day before Mother's Day, fruit, stew, juice, Mexican rice and refried director. Before coming to SCSU, she
Rueb said he is hippy the CuauhteTf!OC
will be "Honoring Mothers." Grand entries beans.
worked at UNO - Grand Forks and Sisseton
Danz.antes are going,.to join the celebration
will be at 1 and 7 p.m.
Jenn Brumbaugh, a post
Wahpeton tribal college.
this year.
Sophomore Leland Rueb, First
"I think the role of women has changed.
"I'm glad that MEChA is going_ 10 be
secondary student, said she is in
People co-chainnan, said the
I'm not so sure it's for the better/' Harles said. · there.-. It's long overdue, and I welcome
charge of the feast.
event is free and open to the
''Traditionally, Indian women had a lot of them," he said.
"I think this will be a big
public, including a feast.
comlllunity event I hope to see a honor and respect, and held a lot of power in
Sophomore
Marisela
Tototzintle,
Ruep ~d in American Indian
lot of people there. Hopefully, most tribes," Harles said Harles explained Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de AztJatl
cultures, ~omen are normally
people will come aM learn about this belief system conflicted with the white co-chairwoman, is one of the Danzantes and
given much honor and respect.
American Indian people, and see man's perspective. At the time of the first will be joining them during the powwow. at
"With the powwow being that
that they're .. very much alive contact between European and Alllerican about 6:30 p.m. Saturday.
close to Mother's Day, it was
today," Brumbaugh said 'There Indian people, w,omen "".ere · Con~idered ·
"I'm ex.cited. It seems like we're moving
obvious that should be the theme,"
will be good food and good fun," property in European culture, and had no forward," Tototzintle said.
Rueb said.
input into issues. Harles said tribes ado~ed:
· Tototzintle ex.plained that Chicano and
she added.
Don Day, SCSU American
There will be five drum this aspect of European culture.
American Indian people are different ethnic
Indian Center director, said
groups providing the songs
"Although, Indian women are .regaining . groups with different traditions, but they are
powwows are celebrations of
Saturday, · including Ojibwe power, through being tribal chairwomen and .the same race wilt! similar belief systems
culturaJ diversity and a way to
Nation Singers, Buffalo ' Lake tribal ·college presidents," slte said.
also.
.·
bridge the gaps between people of
Harles, a mother of three sons, said. she
''We have the · saine blood. I'm ex.ci1ed
. Singers, St. CloudAreaAmerican
different cultures.
Indian Center, Mississippi thinks the theme of this year's powwow tries they invited us to do the powwow with them,
'The powwow is a means for
Ojibwe and Cange Wanji.
to ex.press and recapture the traditional ilnd we are learning that we have the same
family and friends to get together.
In American Indian cultures, American Indian perspective.
roots," Tototzintle said.
It's a means for non lndian people
Harles is in charge of the Give Away for
Freshman Christine Lord, MEChA
the drum is more than just the
to get to know our culture, as Indian people," rhythm of the songs. The drum has its own this years powwow. She said the gifts were member, is also a Danzante 3.nd ex.pressed' ·
Day said.
spirit and is a sacred instrument treated with purchased, made or donated.
similar sentiments as Tototzintle about the
Steve Crow, professor of English, said respect.
In American Indian societies, those who· powwow.
American Indian people consider Mother
♦♦♦♦
are honored give away gifts.
"I'm very ex.cited about all of this/' Lord
Earth a living being with a spirit
Nancy Harles, professor of minority
"We are honoring special people, those said. "We're all brothers and sisters, and we
"We believe the creative spiritual power studies, has been a leader on campus for three who have contributed to the powwow. Also, need to be united as indigenous people."
of the earth flows directly through women," years.
because of the theme, mothers and
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Crow said.
·
Harles was born and raised in Canada and grandmothers will be receiving gifts," Harles
Crow said there will be an "inkshed" at
Crow said before the Europeans came to is a member of the Pie River Huron Bay band said.
the powwow again this year. The inkshed is
this continent, the American Indian women of Ojibwe. She 'earned her Ph.D. in higher
There are two types of powwows, paper set aside for anyone, especialiy
and men both had maximum power.
education Of administration from the traditional and competitive.
children, to ex.press their thoughts through
"'Traditional men were not threatened by University of North Dakota-Grand Forks.
Competitive pov.;wows concentrate on words and pictures. Crow said in past years
power. The elders say thal male dominance is
Harles is a women's traditional dancer and , , ":inning prize money and recognition in the children have primarily written and drawn
War, and ba13Ilce of power between men and said she will probably dance on Saturday.
different .categories of dances. Traditional about racial harmony.
women is peace," Crow said.
During the powwow, the master of powwows feature the same types of songs
'The kids don't want lo see fighting. They
Rueb said the powwow is to honor women ceremonies asks the drums to perform for the and dances, but concentrate more on wrote and drew about the unity of races,"
and mothers, but also to educate.
different types of dances. Men's and women's community, families and feasting.
Crow said. "We hope it will be healing."
"I can battle the stereotypes by telling traditional, men's grass, men's fancy, and
"We're making this a traditional powwow,
"I think the students have put forth a lot of
people what they can or can't say, or I can women's jingle dress and fancy shawl will be so for Indian people it is a time of healing," effort. Hopefully, they'll have a good
show them who Indian people really are," performed, as well as the interuibal dance. Harles said. "For non-Indian people, they wil l turnout," Harles said.

by Jul/a Peterson

Rueb said.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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Advertising students await competition results
·Toe campaign sponsor for this year was Hallmark. Each
chapter of AdFed had to use the same sponsor.
The group began the project in September, starting with
research for the first four months. They researched Hallmark
as well as used focus groups and questionnaires to poll the
public's ideas and feedback.
They prepared a creative platform and a booklet of their
by Erin Ghere
ideas. Using the lagiine "Experience the Hallmark
STAFF WRITER
Difference," they developed television, radio and print
Most people don't spend nine months working on any advertisements for Hallmark.
The group also researched the different mediums of
project, let alone one which isn't for class or a paycheck.
Ten students in Advertising Federation did exactly this. advertising and spoke with radio and television stations and
They spent most of this school year working on a presentation· newspapers and magazines to develop pricing speculations.
"Everyone worked hard and it was definitely a team
for the National Student Advertisillg Competition, which took
effort," Whalen said. "For anyone who is going into
place last weekend.
Since the group did not place in the top four, they won't advertising this was a great opportunity."
Whalen graduated earlier this year but stayed with the
move on to the national competition. They put a lot of effort
into their project, according to Billy Whalen, former NSAC project until its completion. He said it is the closest students
can
get to being paid to put together an advertising platform.
co-coordinator for AdFed.
The groups hacr to put together all aspects of the platform
There were 10 chapters of AdFed participating in the
which
gave them a range of experience they would not have
allnual competition. Whalen said the group docs not know
where they placed, but do know they were not in the top four. had if working for an agency and only working with one part
of
the
process.
In this competition, the students are given a sponsor and
If the group had placed in the top four in the regional
the type of campaign the sponsor is looking for. Then they
have nine months to prepare a presentation of their work at a competition, they would have gone on to national competition
in Minneapolis next month.
regional competition.
Hallmark has the o'ption of using the winning platform for
"We Pullet! a couple of a11 nighters and had some 12 hour
days," Whalen said. "We worked over 40 hours a week. its own advertising campaign and has rights to all of the
People sacrificed their time and some classes to make sure platforms submitted to both ' .the regional and national
competitions.
this project got done."
NSAC has been holding this competition for the past 25
01hers in the group were senior Stacy Nybo, junior Caty
Mackey, senior Bridgette Schwartzbauer, senior Matt years. It is used 10 giving advertising students a chance 10
Stellmacher, senior Kelly Gaffney, junior Eric Zierdan, junior experience an real campaign as well as see others' ideas.
'This is definitely something I would put on my resume,"
Shannon Gallagher, freshman Jessica Hansen, and senior
Whalen said. "It's a great thing for employers to see."
Travis Hunter.
·
Only AdFed chapters can participate in the competition,
AdFed meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
therefore only registered members can work on the projects.
room 120.

Group misses placing in top
four in region after working nine
months for Hallmark campaign

4

Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Seniors Travis Hunter (left) and Billy Whalen were
project coordinators for the National Student
Advertising Competition. Hunter said he expects
next week to find out how they placed regionally.

4
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Clock ticking for spring graduates
Associate director
says opporlunities
still available from
Career Services
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Current students and alui:nni
may want to take advantage of the

opportunities Career Services can
offer them.
Career Services . provides a
number

of

opportunities

for

students ·who want to get a head

start on interviewing, interning and
job hunting. Andy Dillevson,
associate director of Career
Services, said ideally students
should

register

with

Career

Services a year before they plan to
graduate.

"Those students who are
graduating this quarter should still
come into Career Services,"
Ditlevson said. "Make an
appointment, and we can help you

develop a customiz:ed plan."
He also _suggested students
should check out the Career
Services
website
at
www.stcloudstate.edu/-careersv/in
dex.html. The websi1e has a wealth
of information for students
pursuing future careers. The site has
information about job searching,
student employment, graduate
school information, a resume starter
and internship resources.
These sites have links to local
and national sites, including
schools and businesses.
The researching employers' link
is comparable to the _classifieds
section of a newspaper. The
difference is employers are looking
for students who are graduating,
compared to other jobs that requir_e

universities for their job listings.
Ditlevson said these records are
updated about once a week.
Ideally, ~tudents should apply
for internships the summer between
their junior and senior years. He
said it is still possible 10 apply for
summer internships, but students
need to talk to their .major
departmen~ for opportuniti;5.
Depending on the company, a
student can do a paid internship or
one for academic credit.
Ditlevsoli. said his best guess is
about half of the students who
internships are getting academic
credit. Ths is hard to calcu_late
because Career Services isn't
notified of internships not handled
through its office.
He said internships are the
single best thing a student can do in
order to prepare for the job market.
It increases their experience, and a
lot of companies are using
internships to recruit students for
jobs.
"Internships are importanl
because students and companies get
to Check each other out," Ditlevson
said.
Another key part of job hunting
is the interview process. More than
200 employers visit SCSU each
year. Ditlevson said this year may
set the record for the most
employers.
''The opportunities are pretty
Kristine White/STA.FF PHOTOGRAPHER
much over for the school year," he
said. "Interviews will pick up again
Se.nior management major, Mike Loween, researches job next fall 1hrough spring."
descriptions Friday aflemoon in the Career Services office.
Alumni of SCS.U are eligible for
two to four years of experience.
of opportunities and a good cross- many of the services Career
Services has to offer.
Also on the website is a j_ob section of jobs'.
If a student registers before they
bulletin. There are two different
"We have employers contact us
kinds of bulletins. One is for with open jobs. and then we look at graduate all regular services ~
education students and the other is our candidates to see who would fit free. If students don't they have one
for all other students. The bulletin is that position," he said. "Last year~ year to register, and it is $25 per
distributed every other week, and we sent out about 9,®() resumes to year after that time.
Alumni can re-register for up to
alumni can request to have the employers."
bulletin sent to them for free.
Ano1her advantage of the site is a couple Of years after leaving
Ditlevson said there is a variety students can connect with other scsu.
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Womens
F.qU£tlity

Group hosts
sixth annU£tl
sexism fornm
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

The Women's F.quality Group
hosted the Sixth Annual Sexism
Forum, "Celebrate Womep," from
IO am. to 3 p.m. Tuesday on the
Atwood Mall.
"WEG took a different theme
this year: 'Celebrate Women"' said
Jane Olsen, director of the
Women's Center. 'They wanted to
hightlight the benefits and joys of
being a woman."
The first panel, "Diverse Faces
of Feminism," focused on different
roles of the women's movement.
The second panel, "'Women's
Creativity" consisted of creativity
and how it influences women's
lives.
The third panel, "Roe vs. Wade"
included lobbyist Sue Rockyne and
Tim Stanley of the Minnesota
National
Association
of
Reproductive Rights Action
League.
"Decision~ of choice shouldn't
be made my politicians they should
be made by women," Rockyne said.
Another panel, "Women's
Spirituality," included graduate
student Judy Gay, minority studies
professor Nancy Harles and Rose
Thelen, women's studies professor
and advocate from the Gender
'violence Institute.
"My spirituality gives me !he
strength to fight sexism and
racism," Harles said.
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_SUMMER JOB HEADQUARTERS
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STIFF

Work your entire summer vacation, a few weeks or a few months.
·
.
Find out how to qualify for college
TUITION ASSISTANCE for the 1998/1999 school year!
* EXCELLENT WAGES
• GAIN INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE

11 Offices to choose from. Call the office nearest you today to
pre-register for summer employment.
·
Buffalo, MN
612-684-0040

Hudson, WI
715-381-5500

Shoreview, MN
612-48 I-9383

Champlin, MN
612-422-0225

Menomonie, WI
715-232-9444

St. Paul, MN
612-731).2987

Eagan.MN
612-688-6668

Minneapolis, MN
612-338-2833

Elk River, MN
612441-4088

Richfield, MN
6 I2·861-0044

Western Technical t•
Bloomington, MN
612•851-0881
Fax: 612-851-9010
Email: wtsminn@earthlink.com

WORK is a four-letter word- so is CASH!
1.g()(J.BE·A·TEMP -

There are many open positions for people interested in becoming a-p'art of the
Chronicle family. Applications are available in the Chronicle office (Stewart
Hall 13) and are due Wednesday, May 13..Jf you have any questions or want
more infom,ation, stop by the Chronicle or ca/1255-4086.
•

• FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULES
• HIGH PROFILE COMPANIES

Call Today!

Currently ove r 600 Job openings Available

Western
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Women awarded for con~uµons to IFO, ·MnSCU
by Mandy Jackson

When Goerner taught in Waseca:, Minn. before her years at

CO-NEWS EDITOR

The Inter Faculty Qrganization, the union representing the
faculty from the seven Minnesota state universities, has'
recognized a retired woman professor and a current woman
professor from SCSU for contributions to Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities and to the IFO.
June Goerner taught in SCSU's department of health,
physical education and recreation froll\ 1957 until she retired
in 1992.
Goerner was given an award for Outstanding
Contributions to Women's Advancement iri MnSCU at an
awards ceremony on Tuesday.
The ceremony was part of a meeting of the SCSU Faculty
, 4ssociation ;s Feminist Issues Committee.
. : Also awarded on Tuesday was Lora Robinson, professor in
business computer infonnation systems, who received an
award for Outstanding Contrib1=1tions to the IFO by a Woman ·
Member.
Goerner said she was pleased and thrilled by the award,
which was unexpected.
Working ·conditions for women faculty have improved
since Goerner began teaching she said.
"I think probably it's easier for us (women faculty) to talk ·
among ourselves and with others," Goerner said. She also said •
others have bGcome more likely to listen to what women
faculty have to say.
Income for women faculty has improved over the yea"rs,
Goerner said, but has not become equal to men.
She explained other areas of. improvement for women
faculty have come in academic departments and in IFO and
Faculty Association reprei\entation by women. Sh!;'! said
women are being better listened to in these areas as well.
Goerner was an original plaintiff in the current class action
lawsuit against SCSU .from women faculty about pay and
promotion inequity. She is no longer a plaintiff because it was
decided she has no case since. her retirement. Now she said
she has a deep personal interest in the case.
"It's a place where I feel money should go," Goerner said.
She also was involved ln two antidiscrimination cases 'in the
1970s.

~i~;l~•!~:~st~~:;::!~:r:~~~les, one each for
"I accepted it' and didn't think about it," Goerner said, .as
everyone else did.
·
"Things have (improved), but not enough," she said. .
Another area Goerner has been concerned about is
women's health. Retired faculty are allowed to teach one cla~
per year for free. Titis quarter, Goerner is teaching Worrien's
Health Issues in the health and physical educ_ation department.
"I always have felt the health textbooks were written from
the male point of view," she said. Goerner _said women's
health has been researched mostly by men and tenninology
has been a problem.
While teaching at University of Wisconsin-Stout in
Minominee, Wisc., Goerner was involved with the Women's
Recreational Activity program. The program preceded
women's athletics and was an opportunity for women to
spend time together in recreational activities.
In the rriid 1960s, Goerner was among the first group to
move from Eastman Hall after Halenbeck Hall was built.
"Most of us don't hang around for as long as I did,"
Goerner said.
Robinson has held different positions in various
organizations and committees like the IFO and. the SCSU
Faculty Association and SCSU's Strategic Planning
Commillee and Grievance . Committee. She said sh!;'! was
honored to receive her award.
"I really feel strongly about the ability of women to
accomplish things in the interest of other women," Robinson
said. She s"aid there are more women than men now in the
Faculty Senate, allowing for more discussions and less
competition.
Robinson iS running for the position of IFO president and
for the IFO board. Robinson has worked at lFO to try and
resolve staffing problems and improving financial capab_ilities
for IFO.
As a member of IFO's investment committee, Robinson
has worked on investing IFO funds to make money. Also, she
has worked to set up a strike fund. As chairwoman of the
Strategic Planning Committee, Robinson sought input from
women faculty and is also taking on work for the current

Kristine While/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

June Goerner gives an acceptance speech after
receiving an award for Outstanding Contributions to
Women's Advancement in the MnSCU system.
antidiscrimination lawsuit in which Goerner has also 'been
involved with
The tWo awards are IFO awards given at the state level.
Robinson originally received her award at the IFO Delegate
Assembly meeting at the beginning of April.
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MnSCU was surprised by IFO's
response to the.offer, Weyandt S;aid,

"It became clear during
negotiations that IFO wasn't able to
Thelen said 'there are two kinds
reach an agreement (on adjuncts) at . of Christianity. One is fascist and
more movement on the proposal the table," Weyandt said. She said • one is liberating.
She also said she thought there wis , that is why the agreement to g6 into
"Women are robbed of thell'
an u~derstanding the proposal arbitration was withdrawn.
spirituality from male~dominated

and disappointed there was not

would be· confidential, _though it
has been reported on since it came
to IFO.

In arbitration, each side submits
their best and final offer to an
arbitrator, an unbiased third party.

twoW:~:i~txr~:in;:e tht:t~e;e:r

:~a:::~o;;::::~~~~!~r that

churches," Thelen said.
..
"I ·was told if you clon't go to
chheu rc_,, h e~ry Sunday you'd go to
11
Slie said

Harles said men in the American

Indian

culture

honor

women

·because they give life.
Harles said when white men
-talked to Native American men

lheir spirituaJity," Thelen said.
A different perspectiVe was
hearcf' from a panel called "Men
Who Identify as Feminists." The
speakers- were graduate student

about treaties, they were appalled Tom Andrus, Chuck Derry from the
by Native American women's GeQder
Violence ,, Institute,
power.
. nonviolence_ advocate Barton
"White men· did ;:~:~

~~ . :!~~~ T:!~ ~~::e. relations

Understanding about increased use
The next step is for both sides.to
the Cat_holic
••
American
Tademe said as a man in the
.of adjuncts at SCSU and sit do~n and negotiate, ·weyandl church
men when feminist mcwement he sees himself
Moorhead. ·
said. She said both sides have been
teaches
Native
as an ally of · antiracism and
First, not all - institutions in- sending
proposals
and
women their
American
feminism.
MnSCU were as interested in c·ommunicating
through
a sexuality is
women
'The majorit}' of woiµen in the
adjunct flexibility as others, so mediator.
shameful.
My
were
world are colored women. I'm an
MnSCUdecidedtolimititwiththe
' IFO requested a mediator in
Gay said
,ne_
present,"
"allyofwomen,"Tademesaid.
letterofunderslanding. Secolld, the October, so MnS.CU feels that is
organized
~.,
"Harles said. ' Erickson said he learned respect
IFO had ' indicated·. during . the appropriate · w"iiy to work out
religion,
Thelen
for women from his mother. He
negotiations that it did not want dates and times most convenient
Christi3!1-ity,
said
the said men need to speak up when
m6re flexible language on the use for both sides to meet, Weyandt
has
Catholic
they ~ other men objectifying
of adjuncts.
said. She said now is the time to go
excluded
church tells women.
"We have had , other things back to the table and be sure not to
womeri. She
Nancy Harles
women to
Derry said the test ·for a man
before pulled off the table and put disrupt students' .li~es.
said
MINORITY STUDIES PROFESSOR
take
who wants to support femism is to
back in aga_in," Pehler said. He said
Depending on the_availability o{ · churches
authority
give up some of their male
the state universities were surprised the IFO negotiating team to come
te~ch their
from men. privilege. "You can't be against
by the letter of understanding.
back . to the bargaining table;
·
She
said women's violence and not give up
In Febl}Jary, MnSCU ·and .IFO Weyandt said, "We're· ready at any
cor'lgreglrtlons that women are the women are !_aught their sexuality is JX>rnography."
conditionally agreed to arbitration . tiine/'
cause Of ~in. "Women are not paft owned by men. She said organized
'jt was a. beautiful day. 1t· was
if certain conditions from MnSCU
Mean,wju]e, the F~ulty Senate
of chul"Ch history. Half of the voices religion blames women who are empciwering, enlightening and
were_. _met,, pne of ih~ :fonqi_iioilS . ,we,~ on recqrd.a,si5-itjg all faculty ,to
,i".,.'.dth_,~-."c~~'.;h ~ . not_ heard," Gay Taped and battered.
truth telling," Qlsen said. "
was that !a11g43ge jss4e.s !,',;'qu\d attend
the
commencement
''The ch9rch doesn't recognize
For more infonn_ation on
have. ,. to . b,e ,_settle,9 ; t.~roµgh, .ceremony on Mpy , 2~ if 1they _arc
Ttielin'r said, other ~ultures · violence . against women. When women's issues, contac(WEG at
negouations before.MnSCU would abl~ _inorderto.~howunjty w.~th.the ,.-~ ~.~ ?:~en•s r wer. ,
;~_\\'omen are_raped, they are raped .of 255-2177.
enter into ,arbitration. The issue of stuqents, administration and SCSU,
the use of" adjuncts is a languag'e Pehler said.
issue. ·
IFO's argument is not with .
MnSCU'.s April 11 proposal students, administrators or the
withdrew its agreement to go into university, Pehler said, but · with
arbitration
under
any MnSCU. ,
circumstances.

spi,ritttality gives
the stret,otb to
fight sexism atul
racism

c~,,t~•li e""' ~
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Students not stay~g for·s~er jobs
Employees find workers are reduced by half during the .summer months
by Eric S. Dietz

can request help from work study students
·. to fill in the gaps.
If enough work study students ~annot
ummer employment is crucial for be found, the job is opened up to students
many students.
who do not qualify for work study
·
It is the time of year when they earn funds.
the funds that will pay for their fees at
At that point; the department is
school, until they can work again next responsible for filling the position on its
summer.
own.
This vicious cycle begins once again
"'There is no central clearing house for
with the coming of a new summer.
the entire campus for jobs," said Frank.
Employers off campus feel the pinch Morrissey, associate director for the
as many students move home for the Office of Scholarships and Financial
Aids.
.
summer, out of St. Cloud.
''About half stay and half leave during
_"Career
Services
has
some
the summer," said Mickey Frank, team infonnation on open positions, as well
relations leader at Target East in- St. as an infonnation board in Atwood," he
Cloud.
said.
"If employees are willing to pick up
The number of students who have
other hours, we fill in the gaps naturally,'~ requested work study jobs for this
he said. .
summer is in line with other years~
A situation of half of a workforce
"It is about the same as last year,"
leaving is also experiooced elsewhere.
Morrissey said.
''About half stay for the summer.and
Offices are still open in the summer,
the other half move home," said Kelly and the demand is the same as during
Burt, supervisor at Perkins and the nonnaJ academic year.
sophomore at SCSU.
However, the supply of students
"Positions are usually available in the available to work is lower during the
summer," she said
summer months, according to Morrissey.
"We have a request for more positions
For those students who do not have the
ability to have an off-campus job because than we will have the ability to fill,"
they lack a car, an on-campus alternative Morrissey sa\d
exists.
"Sophomore Derek Schilling was
St. Cloud State University is a big awarded work study for the summer
supplier of jobs for students on campus, and will be working in the office of
working for department offices or other Buildings and Grounds.
student seivices.
·:11 is mainly office work,'} Schilling
Each department has its own budget said. -"Mostly helping out with gCneral
for hiring students: The departments stuff. It is not too stressful of a job." _
Schilling has worked for Buildings
Sophomore Derek Schilling plans and Grounds for two years and says he
~njoys it.
to work for the Buildings and
Work study is meant primarily for
Grounds office during the summer, students
who are enrolled in classes.
where he is currently working. Most
Schilling will be working in the office
work study jobs are only available from l 0 to 20 hours per Week for the
for student_
s who are taking summer as he takes classes.

S

STAFF WRITER

classes. An average work study
student will work between 1Oto 20
hours a week depending on the job.
Most work study stud8nts can earn ~
no more than $800 a quarter.

Forms for summer work study can be
obtained in the Office of Scholarships
and Financial Aid, Adm1rnstrat1ve
Services Building, room 106.

Life after collegeproves new worldJo~ graduates
Finding jobs-cari be
fearful ;or many
graduating students
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

Many ·students look forward to the end of
spring quarter, anticipating a break from
classes and a change of pace.
However, for many, the end of spring
quarter means the end of a college career.
"I've heard focus groups say that some
students don't wan! to come to Career
Services because it means they have to face
their fears," said Addie Turkowski, interim
director of Career Seivices. "A 16t of it is the
fear of the unknown."
•
Several fears regarding employment and
housing possibilities loom over seniors who
are completing their college career.

About 1,700 students have applied for professors.
graduation- this quarter, according to Anne
Cathy Ganz, a senior with a double major
Fields, cl.%istant registrar for the Office of in political ·science and soci0.I studies, will be
Records and Registration.
participating
in · the
The
number
of
~
graduation ceremony on

t~~~ ===~@
■II••===;=

~:::~ ifatfga:e~g
nonnaJ.
0

tha~f ~h~ u;~:ini:
~~~~::io~yst!:m (o th:

semester system.

.

•

I'm afraid of the
whole transition
from college to the
real worul.

Ma~ie2· will not
receiving a diploma.

be

0
of a:e !:~~~~rem;~~
~~;i:~~g herh:!gree.from

However,

an

"A lot of ihose
internship at the United
students want to get out
Way as a volunteer
und~r the quarter system,"
coordinator this summer
Fields said.
Cathy Ganz
will allow her to receive
Any
discrepancies
SENIOR
her diploma this August.
concerning graduation,
One of the biggest
such as lack of credits or
fears of a graduating
missing courses from a program ·,will be dealt senior is the ability to find a job.
with after the graduation cei-emony, when
"I'm scared of not finding a job I like,"
final grades ·have been submitted by the Ganz said. 'Tm afraid of the whole transition

fron:i college to the real world."
Finding a job is not necessarily easy, even
with a career in mind.
"Students at the end of their senior year
start to wonder what they are going to do with
their degree," Turkowski said .
"I want to work at a nonprofit organization
or a place that will make a difference in .
peoples lives,'' Ganz said. "Something that I
will be useful in, and enjoy."
Ganz will look back on her college career
as more than just a series of classes.
"No where else can you study four
different sµbjects three ti~ a year," Ganz
said. "A college degree is good. It teaches you
a new way of thinking."
·
Moving on will be hard with the friends
she leaves behind. She hopes to be able 10
find new friends that will mean as much.
"In college, at least you know that 24
hours a day someone is going to be up and
you can call them," Ganz said. "I will miss the
social aspects."
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EDITORIAL

Faculty deserve
better treatment
"A Tradition of Excellence and Opportunity."
This is one of the reasons that many students come to
SCSU. As a state institution of higher leai;ning, SCSU
possesses some of the best professors in the land. As
students, we are extremely fortunate to -have the
opportunity to learn from some of the most knowledgeable
in the business.
'
The fact that MnSCU won't offer an adequate salary
increase to our faculty shows something. It shows that.they
don 't care to hold on to these professors and that they don't
value the impact they have on making SCSU a top rate

university.
According to an IFO flier, in 1984 the salaries of state
university professors in Minnesota were within the 84th

j,

percentile~Oatiomyid.e. Presently the·"Same sf1I~ies hover 1

t

right around the 40th percentile nationwide. In a state"
-·
where education is highly touted and among one ef the best
offerings available, how can anyone justify this slip in the
pay scale of our state universi.ty professors?
·
SCSU's tremendous academic reputation, no doubt,
lu red many of its present students here. Much of this
reputation was due to hearsay from previous graduates
obviously proud of the quality education that they received
here at SCSU. However, as this year's graduating class and
those that follow go out into the world what will they be
saying? "Oh, St. Cloud is a good school, but ... "
SCSU's administration can spend all th_e money it wants
on beautifying this campus, but what good does a beautiful
campus do if the backbone of this school (the faculty) has
no desire, due to its treatment by MnSCU, to strive to
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Celebrating future goals

The signs of spring
counselors and role
members who have
and the end of the
models - individuals
helped make tltis proud
moment happen, is
academic year seem
whose wisdom, insigh~,
particularly evident this
knowledge and
another joy for me and an
year. We have donned
thoughtfulness will
important element of this
short sleeves and shorts
forever shape the Ii ves of celebration.
early, thanks to
·
their students. It
I am confident SCSU
generous doses
is a day to part
prepares its students well
of warm
from friends who to succeed in their
ma.lee this a first class university? Also, with a one percent sunshine.
were with you to careers as well as in their
pay raise,what kind of quality faculty can this school bring
Those of us
share the good
relationships and
in to maintain this reputation? The answer to that is simple. who will beon
times and there to communities. I kn.o w I
None.
campus next
share the
speak for other
A strike will cripple this ·university. It could potentially
year have
struggles and
administrators, faculty
delay the graduation, careers and lives of thousands of
prepared
challenges. But
and staff when I offer a
students. Ho wever, we as students can stop this strike
especially well
commencement
heartfelt invitation to stay
which will be most harmful to our educations, our careers
for the transition from
also is a celebration of
connected to this campus.
· and the reputation of our degrees. Call your legislators and this year to the next
the future. This is what
Avail yourself of the
demand that they look at what's going on here. Tell them
because of a
graduating students have
lifelong benefits offered
that our faculty deserve everything that they' ve asked for
commendable focus on
been preparfug for since
by Career Services. Join
:"d that a strike is unacceptable.
semester conversion. And kindergarten.
other SCSU graduates
we have celebrated with
As we celebrate this
who participate in alumni
gusto the usual round of
important milestone in
chapters in St. Cloud, the
end-of-the-year
.
the lives of our graduates, Twin Cities, Rochester
gatherings, banquets and
all of us at SCSU hope
and many other
awards ceremonies.
they share the moment
communities in the
thanks to a large,
with family and other
United States and even in
enthusiastic class of
loved ones. While many
some foreign countries.
1998. For some,
large universities have
Malaysia, for example,
graduation can't come
depersonalized
has one of the largest and
soon enough. For others,
commencement
most active SCSU
the prospect of leaving
ceremonies, SCSU has
alumni chapters. I hope
the familiar university
preserved the tradition of you will discover many
regimen for the
calling each graduate by
opportunities not only to
uncertainty of life "out
name and inviting each to remember fondly your
there" seems a bit
cross the stage to receive years at SCSU, but to
daunting.
personal congratulations. proudly support this
Commencement is
Looking into the faces
university in years to
indeed a bittersweet
· and shaking the hands of come as it meets the
experience for most
the graduates is the best
demands of a rapidly
graduates of SCSU. It is
part of my job.
changing world. You may
an opportunity to say
Welcoming their special
only have been a student
thank you and good-bye
guests, especially the
of SCS U for a few short
to faculty and staff who
parents, spouses,
years, but you will be a
were teachers, mentors,
partners, and other family graduate forever.

• •
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Tole~ating racism ·Opportunities
required by law
What can I do about racism?.

The opinions expressed on this ·page
do not necessarily represent 1he views
of UN!VERSIIY Chronicle.
U NrVE RSrJ·y

Chronicle/9

for learning

Memorial Center and the "Pow· Wow"·at Halenbeck.

"St. Cloud State University does not tolerate
racism on this campus." Words to these effect have

I am sure a lot of people are asking this question.
It is not that perplexing, it is not that hard, it could

Go there, look and listen. Of course, you won't
get the entire picture of any one culture or situation,

been said by President Grube, and many many others.
How·unfortunate indeed that this is untrue. In fact, it
would be unlawful! What am I talking about? I am
taJkin&,about the rights granted to aH by the Fir.st
Ament1ment of the United States Constitution. ,
HITHER &
What the heck am I talking
about? In the last issue of the
YON
Chronicle, a letter to the editor
was printed in the Opinions
section regarding the public
speaking behavior of certain
people.
·
Apparently, derogatory ;.,ords
were used to refer to white people,
by a member of a racial minority.
Many people have asked if a white
L...c-"-''------'--' per.son would have been allowed
NATHAN A. to do the same thing, namely use
racial slurs in a public setting and
AHLBORN
with perceived support from the
administration and student
government.
The thing is, though, any person may say whatever
he or she believes. If I have a strong belief the world
is flat, no matter how much you disagree with me,
you have to fespect my right to my qpinion.
Similarly, if I am of the opinion that members of a
racial/ ethnic/ religious/ gender/ sexual preference
group are not as good as I am, or they should not be
allowed the same rights and privileges as I, that also
is my RIGHT.
As unpleasant and upsetting as this may sound,
SCSU has a duty to protect the rights of all, even
those with which we do not agree.
If a white supremacy or Nazi skinhead group
appea(ed on campus, as long as they obeyed the laws
of the land, they have as much right as anyone to
promote their beliefs.
·
Similarly, if a member Of a racial minority uses
language of a racist nature (toward anyone), I will
also support their right to free speech. I will condemn
the conten~ at the same·time I defend the aciion. And
SCSU must do the same exact thing!
No institution may have a broad policy of
discrimination, of any kind. Flat statements such as
"We will poi tolerate racism," while sounding good,
are !Jlisleading, unlawful, discriminatory, and untrue.
I urn/er.stand and fully support the ideas behind such a
statement, but reality is much harsher than most
people realize, and the reality is bigots have as much
of a right to their existence as the rest of us,
Frustrating, isn't it?
As much as we want to get rid of these types of
beliefs, we have to acknowledge the legitimacy of
their existence (if we are going to be honest in our
supPort of no discrimination of any kind, toward ·
anyone.)
I do not support the belief of any discrimin.atory
group. If a bunch of Nazi, Nation of Islam, or Jewish
Defense League people became active.9n campus, I
wOuld be extremely .opposed to their presence (due to
the violence and similar problems these groups have
had in the past). I would not support their methods or
their message, but their right to exist is as valid as
that of any other student group. B~ause of this - the
First Amendment - SCSU must tolerate racism, if
done in a legal and law~~biding manner. How strange
and unsettling to realize that the land of the free gives
freedom to everyone, no matter how much we
despise them.

even be fun and definitely well worth your time. Just
look and listen!
Yeah, I know, a lot of people are talking and it is
easy to ~o deaf because of the sheer quantity. But if
you don t hke gettmg yelled at, preached to, accused
or scolded, you can still listen between the lines and
the s·peeches and the idealistic buttons.
You can·Jisten. to the people, fellow students and
fellow citizens. l.jsten for what you have in
common. Look for what you have that is unique to
others, then look for what others have that may be
unique to you.
.
This weekend tl!ere will be many opportunities to
look and to listen. Friday night is ''Take Back The
Night." Saturday is "Ebony Night" in Atwood

but you ru:e all invited to join, participate and learn.
(Isn't that what We all came here for?)
No, the music, the food, a walk•in the city, nor
any one gathering will solve all of the problems, but
It 1s a good place to ,start. And yes; a lot of people
will deny there really is a problem and some will try
to sweep the problem under the rug. Here is a simple
challenge for all of those who have a little time to
have a good time and show you care.
Let's dance on their rug!
·

Leland Rueb

Anthropology
Sophomore

Group realignment needed
Throughout this year I have
s_een more groups formed to
"combat" race reJation problems
on the SCSU campus. I have also
seen SCSU's racial problems
·exposed on television, in the
newspaper, and on campus and
the negative publicity is
overwhelming and embarrassing.
l have to ·give credit to
President Grube and various
SCSU organizations for.their
positive intentions but their
approach is misguided.
First of all, racism will always
exist just like bad people in
society. This is reality and cannot
be denied, either. Fortunately,
these incidents involve a very
small number of students. The
focus should be on the good
qualities of students and people.

Generally, most students and
people are not racist nor are
prejudiced. Yet there is a tendency
to focus on the handful of
students and people that are racist
and prejudiced.
Rather there needs to be an
overhaul of the groups that exist
on the SCSU campus. Many
groups are organized on campus
based on race, ethnic background,
and sexual orientation. These
groups omit white, heterosexual,
males and females, and this is
wrong, because it is a kind of
discrimination.
· If these groups can form based
on race, ethnic background and
sexual orientation, then white
heterosexual males and females
should have an opportunity to
form groups based on their own

characteristics as well. This is
"equal access." Remember, these
ai-e student activity dollars that go
to these groups.
Everyone should take a stand
and voice their opinion. I am a
senior, ari Asian American and I
wi 11 be graduating this coming
May. I was too late, indifferent
and somewhat lazy about getting
involved on racial issues. This is
my last chance! I hope that I can
encourage other students to get
involved. Racism will not go
away. So if you don't like what is
going on, do something about it.

Adam Murphy

Psychology
Senior

Unexplained criticism frustrating
This letter is in response to
both the May 4th opinions article
written by Joseph Berube and the
recent debates on and around
campus regardi ng the
"institutional racism" at St. Cloud
State.
Let me.begi n by saying that I
am a white male student. As a
white ffiale, I can neither empathize with nonwhite students
who have experienced racism on
campus, nor do I doubt they
experience this racism on a
somewhat regular basis.
However, there have been a
great many things regarding this
issue that have disturbed me.
I attended the Student
Coalition Against Racism rally
last week, and I heard a number
of speakers voice their opinions. I
w~:mld say I ht:ard each and every
one use the phrase, "institutional
racism." I also heard a large

number of negative statements
toward the administration and
against white males. I did not
hear, not once, exactly what it is
the administrati.on or white males
are supposed to be doing to cure
this, "institutional racism."
I am not a racist person. I fully
support every student's right to be
treated equally and to receive a
quality education at this school,
regardless of skin color, ethnic
background, or gender. But what
is it exactly that I, or even the
administration can do that is not
being done right now?
Maybe I am ignorant. Maybe I
need this to be spelled out exactly,
word for word. Believe it or not,
though, if there is something I
can do, specifically, to help
reduce racism on this campus,
then just tell me. ·The
administration would probably
like tb receive the same treatment.

As I said before, I will not
deny racism exists on this
campus, nor do I deny there are
things which can be done to help
the situation. I do not know,
however, what these things are.
And my attendance at the SCAR
rally last week only made me care
less, after hearing the criticism
toward those· of us who don't
know what it is we are doing
wrong or not doing at all.
If someone could write into the
Chronicle, or any other medium
that w<:mld allow the message to
be adequately relayed, on what
we as individuals who are white
can do to reduce radsm on
campus, I believe many ears
would be open to hearing this
message.
Jason Rice
Applied Psychology
Junior
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Attention
Pre-Business
Students
You are required to
come to the
·

.Student Services
-Offl~e
to obtain your
ACCESS CODE, for Fall

Semester 1998
Due to semester conversion
questions, Advisers will be
available in BB 123
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fall Semester Schedules will. be available in AS on Wednesday, April 22 · .

Come EARLY to beat

Jollllny
ClllllltlBB
Friday, May 8
RadCIPpat
Come Early for a PRE-PARTY With the Band!

DooPs ... at 8:80 p.m.
STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??
We have 2 and 4 br. apartments avai lable from

$175 co $225

Bridgeview South. Bridgeview West. Park Sou ch.
Classic 500 and River Ridge.
tl'Bldgs. with FREE computers for student use

v'

Walking distance to campus tl'lntercom entry buildings tl'Private
bedrooms with locks V'Telephone and cable outlets in each bedroom
v'Microwaves · v'Off-street park mg tl'D1shwashers ll'Mmibhnds on
all w indows ti' Air cond1t1on1ng v'lncerior and exterior areas welllighted tl'Well -mamta1ned bu1ld1ng and grounds

"""....!ll!W""11!1!11!1'!1!11!11

~.._______

I

NOW LEASING!
EXCEL Prol}e[tr
111
Mgmt. Inc ..
• 4 bectoom ap1S.
• !l C8l'll)US locations
FINEST IN
• iV & phone jacks
AFFORDABLE
ilallbeaoolns.
• X-tra large bath
STUDENT
roomswt2sllO'MIIS
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August

251-6005

• l..au'dy facirties
• Par1<r(i, caports.

garages

• Dislr.vashers
• MitJooNaves, & more

-@

I
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Sophomore ·covers all bases Softball set

·

··

·

Jor: regions
by Rob LaP/ante .
SPORTS EDITOR

Hideki Hashimoto/SV.FF PH{JfOGRAPHER

SCSU ·sophomore infielder Lisa Rosauer fields a grounder during Tuesday's practice at Selke Field. Rosauer was recently
named to the All-NCC squad, along with teammates Karissa Hoehn, Michelle Lechner and Alison Huselid. .
by Rob LaPlante
year due to injuries.
everyone else on this team."
e
SPORTS EDFTOR

If you as_k SCSU sophomore Lisa Rosauer
what her position is on the SCSU softball

'team, the answer is simple- she doesn't know.

Lechner's injury forced Rosauer to play

Rosauer is not only a great defensive

first base, a ·position · she said she was
uncomfortable with.

player, but her offensive nulJ}bers rank among
the team's best as well.

"While I was at Totino-Grace High School,

Currently, Rosauer is hitting .357, and

basically all I did was catch," Rosauer said.

leads the team in ru~ (33), runs batted in (35),

The sophomore from Little Canada, Minn., ''Last year. when Lechner went down, they doubles (21), slugging percentage (.519) and
has played first base, second base, third base moved me to first and I had never played that tied for the lead in homers with three.
position my entire
Rosauer's heroics
and catcher.
••
on both offense and
She even plays the outfield and life."
Rosauer =====t•■•====== defense landed her a
occasionally assumes the role as the
responded with a
spot on the All-NCC
designated hitter. -.
·
first team for the
Rosaue.r said she sometimes kids aroupd team-leading .979
with Head Coach Paula U'Ren before games ~~\~ing;,:~~:nta;;~
~::nd consecutive
and practices.
Rosauer said it's
'The other day al practice, I was kidding . ranks among the
with Coach U'Ren and asked her where I was
'.;~ers againfi~d~n;
relit::1~ o~
playing. at today," Rosauer said. "But I think
both sides of the
it's cool, because I can see the game through percentage.
With sophqmore
• Paula U'Ren
field, but when it
the eyes of an outfielder, or through the eyes of
pitcher
· Karis•Sa
HEAD SOFTBALL COACH
comes to choosing
a catcher."
what her favorite part
U'Ren said having the luxury of a utility Hoehn being named
the North Central
offuegameis,itisn't
player-such as Rosauer is a definite asset.
playing on defense.
"She's unique, in that she can play that Conference's Most
"You have to balance the two," Rosauer
many })Ositions," U'Ren said. "I think the only Valuable Player recently.junior catcher Alison
positions she hasn't played are shortstop and Huselid said Rosauer in a way is the Huskies' said. "But. I like hitting more. When you are
team MVP.
on defense, you are looking to make the
pitcher."
·
"Lisa is a very inipo.rtant part of this routine plays and when you are offense, I like
Rosauer said had her biggest challenge
team,"
Huselid
Said.
"She
can
fill
in
at
every
the fact the team is really counting on you."
came last sea5on. after junior first baseman
Michelle Lechner missed most of the position and shfs just as important as

She's unique, in that she
can play that many
positions.
~%~~~~t

Each weekend, the stakes grow bigger
and bigger for t_he SCSU softball team, and
this weekend they endure their biggest
challenge at ' the NCAA ' Midwest
Regionals, in Sioux Falls, S.D.
After takirig home the North Central
Conference Championship last weekend in
Fargo, N.D., the Huskies know they fiave
their work cut out for them this weekend.
"We know all the teams are out to get
us," said junior catcher Alison Huselid .
. "But, we're out to get them,juSt as much as
they are out to get us."
SCSU's championship last weekend,
assured them a No. 1 seed at this
weekend's playoffs.
The · Huskies will play No. 4 · seed
University of Nebraska-Omaha Friday
afternoon at Shennan Field.
In the other contest, Augustana College
(No. 2 seed) will host North Dakota State
University (No. 3 seed), in the four team
double elimination bracket.
In o[per for the Huskies to have a shot
'this weekend, Head Coach Paula U'Ren
said they must have another solid weekend
from Karissa Hoehn, the NCC's Most
Valuable Player.
·
U'Re~·said she knows she has-to stick
with her big guns come playoff tirrie'.
. "We're going to go with Karissa,"
U'Ren said. "At this point of the season,
we have to throw our ace on the mound."
Hoehn posted a 4-0 record at last
weekend's
tournament
and
went
u~defeated against all three teams
participating at this weekend's playoffs.
"We're hoping to get another solid
performance from Karissa,'! Huselid said.
"But. we're also hoping we can hit as well
as we can."
The winner of the SCSU/UNO game
will advance to the championship game
against the Augustana/NDSU contest.
The Vikings and Bison will play at
I 0:30 a.m. Friday, and the Huskies and
Mavericks will follow at 12:30 p.m.
The fact the Vikings will be playing in
their own backyard appears to give
Augustana a slight home field advantage,
but U'Ren said she is not worried about the
surroundings.
''For us, we have been on the road the
entire year," U'Ren said. ''All year, we had
to play at everybody's home park, so
what's three more games."
The Huskies (40-12 overall) are
currently ranked seventh in the nation, in
the latest Division II softball poll
The championsflip team out of the
Midwest bracket, will advance to the
NCAA Elite Eight Championships, next
weekend in Pensacola, Fla.

Husky Diamond Notes
0 SCSU will be without starting
sophomore second baseman Mary
Libbesmeier, who was injured last
weekend at the NCC Tournament. Filling
in for Libbesmeier will be senior Gina
Falkowski.
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Mavericks thrilled.with league decision
Maverick hockey,
latest to join
WCHA ranks after
unanimous vote
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The Mankato State University
hockey team scored its biggest goal
"

of the season last Friday in Marco
• ~ nd,Fla.

No, it didn't come from the stick
of leading scorer Tyler Deis rather, the goal was scored after

finding out the Western Collegiate
Hockey Associa_tion voted _in their
favor 9-0 to accept them as an
expansion team for the 1999-2000

season.
After hearing the league had
unanimously voted in their favor,

MSU Athletic Director Don Amiot
said he couldn't have been more
thrilled.
"Once we heard the decision

was a unanimous vote, we were so
pleased," Amiot · said. ''This is
something we wanted to do (or a·
long

time

and

we

felt

it

was important that we get a
chance to compete at the highest

level."
After spending its first

season as a WCHA
affiliate team last
year,
the
Mavericks will
remain
Division-I
Independent
team
next
season,
and
again be the No.
10 seed come
playoff time.
The
Mavericks
posted a 17-15-3 recOrd last
season
and
MSU • junior
defenseman Todd George said
the fact the Mavericks had
a winning record last season should
help them in the recruiting
wars, with area schools such as
SCSU and the University of
Minnesota.

"We played Michigan State
University and University of North
Dakota when they were both ranked
NO. 1 last year and we played them
tough," George said. "I think next
season, when the team is aJ]owcd
the nonnaJ 18 scholarships, it will
only help and we'll be in a
lot more games next
year.!'
George will
be a senior
when
the
Mavericks
officiaJly join
the WCHA,
and he said he
is
looking
fo.rward to that
moment.
"It's pretty big for
us," George said. "When
(MSU) recruited my class down
here, We were hoping we would get
at least two years to play in the
WCHA, but I guess one chance is
better than nothing."
The Husky hockey team
recently completed their eighth
season, since joining the WCHA in

1990-91, and posted its second
"I was actually surprised to here
consecutive 20 win season.
that some ooaches were going to
Amiot pointed his finger vote against us," Georgi said. "We
to SCSU as the steppi ng stone played a pretty competitive
schedule and we didn't get blown
towards what
out all year."
thCy
are
Meanwhile,
looking
Amiot said he
to accomplish
the next few
knew all along
years.
the Mavericks
were destined
"It would
It would be
forthe.WCHA.
be tremendous
treinend-Oits we
'Th,
if we could be
where
St.
of
could be where SL discussion
Cloud is at in a
expansion came
few
years,"
up the last two
Cloud is at in a
Amiot
said.
weeks of the
few years.
"We're talking
season," Amiot
the numQer of
said. "My gut
Don Amiot
sell-outs and
feeling going
MSU ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
the same level
into
the
ofsuccess~y
meetings, was
have, and I'm
that we met
sure the schools will d.evelop a every criteria. We gave North
tremendous rivalry."
Dakota a good run in the playoffs,
Even though the Mavericks g:ot ,and we tied with St. Cloud."
a unanimous vote, rumors before
"We needed six positive votes
the week long meetiOg had coaches and going in, I felt we would get
talking against the idea of 100 percent and we did."
expansion.

if

Regional Playoffs
FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS

Friday - #2-Augustana

vs.

WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

2018 8th St. N . St. Cloud
(320) 252-2600

CALLING ALL STUDENTS!!
FREE TUITION & SUMMER JOBS

#3 North Dakota State,
10:30a.m.
Friday - #1 SCSU

vs.
#4 Nebraska-Omaha,
1,2:J{)p.m.

Treat Yourtell.
You've Earned It.
~

te's CoveG raa ;ion
Buffet
Friday, May 27 -- 1 to 3:30 pm

Great Jobs, Great Pay, Great Locations and Great Benefrts - T UI TI ON
REIMBURSEMENT, referral bonus, vacation, bonuses and NO LAY OFFS!!
J

OMANPONER ot

Gol~-

v

1-800-321 -5411 or 320-251 -1 924
7

Midtown Office Building
3400 1st Street North, Suite
101
St. Cloud, MN.
E/0/E

....... $16.95.per person
includes PA Au Jus, Chicken Breast, Broiled
Walleye, Santa Fe Tortillini, Garlic Whipf)ed
Potatoes, Vegetable, Garden Salad, Rolls & Butte r

Jfe,e1vation1 .Prefe11etl
Pirate's Cove
7355 Rive r Road NE,
Sauk Rapids
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Gophers dig themselves out of hole
Huskies, Gophers
belt six homers,
as SCSU blows
10-1 advantage

runs, While junior. pitcher Nathan
Winter aJlowed ·the Cougars four
runs on seven hits through five
innings to pick up the victory in a
11-4 Husky win.

It's utifortunate that we 1-0st, but it was

SCSU continued the offensive

onslaught in the second game of the

·

day, downing Morris 12-4 in a

by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

After the SCSU baseball team
learned Sunday its record would not
be good enough to get them into the
• NRrth Central Conference playoffs, .
tlie Huskies still had two games
remaining this week before closing
shop for the season.
SCSU swef)t a doubleheader
Monday from the University of
Minnesota-Morris on the road,
before heading to Minneapolis for a
nine-inning game Tuesday with the
University ·of Minnesota-Twin
Cities at Siebert Field.
In the first game at Morris, the
Huskies pounded out 13 hits and 11

tuneup game before talcing on the
Golden Gophers.
"It was disappointing (not
making the playoffs)," said junior
outfielder Mike Flanigan. "Our

· a good game.

Shane Kavanaugh
SCSU SOPHOMORE THIRD BASEMAN
broke out their bats and started

the game was far from over. It's
unfortunate that we lost, but it was a
Huskies eventually Jost the game good game."
14-10.
In each of the past two seasons,
Flanigan and sophomore Shane Minnesota has beaten the Huskies
Kavanaugh homered for SCSU, 19-6. Lasfyear, SCSl_! got up on the
while Matt Scanlon, Rick Bro~u. Gophers by two runs early before
ahd Robb Quinlan (twice) went Quinlan's bat again silenced them
deep for the Gophers.
for good, much as it 9id Tuesday.
"We were up," Kavanaugh said.
"I think ~yerybody came in with
"We knew that they are a very good the right attitude," Flanigan said of
hitting team, and we couldn't just ,. SCSU's effort against Minnesota.
relax. We needed to try .to score '-'Everybodywasthinkingthisisjust
some more runs and put some another team, we need to pla}' like
pressure on them, because we knew we know how. At the end, it was

mairi goal then was just to win our

hitting the SCSU pitching. The

last three games. We were all
hoping to make it, especially after
the way' we played this last
weekend."
··.
On Tuesday against the U of M,
the Huskies jumped on the Gophers
· early and stake~ th~mselves to a 10I lead. The h~ghhghts for ~C~U
early wen: a ~1x-nm fou~h mmng;__,
and the pitching of sernor starter
Matt Oelschlager, who allowed
Minnesota only one run .through
four innings. before the Gophers

very disappointing that we gave
away a lead like that, even if it was
a team like Minnesota. We lost a
game that we felt we should have
won."
The loss to the Gophers
concludes the Huskies season. 1be
teaill·s· problem all year,:as Flanigan
pointed out, was inconsistency. On
any given day, the team was capable
of coming out _and-scoring runs in
bunches, and dn any given dily, a
Huskies pitcher could come out and
throw a great game and . baffle the
opposing team's hitters. There were
days when the Huskies defense was
superb, •and there were-days when
SCSU got all three. But on too
many . occasions, some aspect of
their game was missing. ·
.
"If, we could have put some
more games·together where we got
good defense pitcliing and hilling,"
Kavanaugh said. "We probably
would hive made the playoffs.
Overall, it was stjU'a better year
than _las~ year."
'
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Available 98-99 School Vear ·
4 BDRM APTS
Quiet, Convenient locations

Universiw Scauare II .
Starting at $175

.Call the
, Tipline,
255-4086

✓ Off Street Parking

✓ Laundry

✓ Controlled Access

✓ Air Conditioning

✓

✓

Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves
✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms

Mini Blinds
✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretaker

Summer Jobs In
lhe Twin·Cities
"~

~ S""
~
. .
~ :~

Call~Todn!

253-tt 00
Find and apply for summer jobs
without leaving campus ...

SPECIAL EVENT

Mark
O Co:n:nor
Violin, Guitar and- Mandolin
9

Saturday, May 9, 8 p.m.
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium
St. Cloud State University
Mark O'Connor, Country Music Association's
"Musician of the Year" from 1991 to 1996, has
also appeared at Carnegie Hall with.Isaac Stem
and ltzhak Perlman, and has performed and
recorded with Yo-Yo Ma.
He currently focuses his energies on composing
music, blending dassipl violin virtu~sity with
the American fiddle tradition.
Presented by

r·----------,

JOB■■ll"IER

www.pioneerplanet.com/jobhunter
• IT'S FREE • IT'S EASY
• APPLY DIRECTLY TO JOBS ONLINE
• ALL TYPF.S OF JOBS AVAILABLE

•

N/J internet access? Pick up the Sunday
edition of the Pioneer Pres~ for listings!
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General admission tickets $15 • Call 253-3683
Tickets available at Al's Music, Schmitt Music, Byerly's & Atwood Center, SCSU.

Questions? Call 1-800-950-9080 x2109
\1111111ur join n1II he lhft>tl \f',il 27 lhro111:II /mH Ii
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At University ·Chronicle, we serve as an objective
voice for the entire St. Cloud State campus - students,
staff, faculty and administration. If you are a member of
the St. Cloud State University community, please take a
few minutes to let us .know what you would like to see.
Help us improve the pages of University Chronicle.
'<:,

'

,

FYI
The University Chronicle

will SOOn have a reader's
advocate, someone who
will act as a mediator
between Chronicle editors ·
and readers.

Send or drop off your compl_eted survey at:

13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

1. Indicate which sections of 'the Chronicle you read, and rank them in the order_you read then;i.
'-

-

Front page and News section

_

Commentary/Opinion

_Page Two
_Sports

_

Career & Money

Diversions

Classifieds

2. How is our reporting? Please be specific with your comments and criticisms in regard to content, coverage, etc. (For
example, what areas do you feel received sufficient or insufficient attention? Did we miss any important issues or
events? Were you·teft with any questions when you finished reading?)

3. Do you like the content of the J:?iversions section? (Do you enjoy reviews, photo stories?)

4. How is our Sports section coverage? (What would you like to see more/less of in that section?)

5. Additional comments? (Photo quality, graphics?)

''
'
''

'

L------- . ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.J

Make every day
· Mother's Day.

1-800-COLLECT

®

Searching for solace; spmnialiry
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Some old beliefs are being
' b~ght to new light as _New Age
practices are finding ~idespread
popularity.
·
Although the. term "New Age"
has only been in existence a short
while, the values and beliefs
associated with it_are very old. In
~:~\ t:;:

:ri:ts

can be traced

The New Age practices may
have disappeared for a whlle, but
they have resurfaced again and
have found their way into the
homes of everyone, from college
students to wealthy professionals.
Everyone has hls or her own
ideas about what New Age really is.
"It's a way for people to find
their own way without being told,"
said Judi Newville, owner of Inner
Peace B~ks. "It's about changing
yourself."
According to Newville, it is also

an alternative way of viewing
things. It encompasses many
.different ideas, such as spiritual and
psychic growth, healing ilnd beliefs
, in astrolo;y and the Wicca.. And
. that is-only t_he beginning.
Ttiere are several w:ays for
- people to learn New Age ways and,
in the process, learn about
themselves.
"It's hands-on work, whlch I

people searching for answers," she
'1nstead of Just believing in non
said.
visual angels,. this is something I
1be results come in a11 different • can actually see."
forms too. New Age practices can
Stangl's interest was piqued a
simply lower
,
few years ago
stress levels,
when she and a
reveal
~
friend stood in
answers about
the occult section
past lives, or
of a bookstore.
tell about the
"I
was
future.
is
amazed by how

====10•11••====

Pain usually
whats~ people :~~:.. w~ta~~i
S
b • · fi
said.
earc in.g or
Now, she. has
answers.
a collection of

it's a lot of fun."
. ,
Thatis·6tie ofthereasonsStangl
believes those practices are
becoming more .common~ despite
many misconceptions that still
exist. ,
. .
''People are always interested in
learning something new," Stangl
said, "Especially if it's creative."
Newville thinks that it was only
inevitable that New Age beliefs

:;r~~-

~~~ ~:1;t~t~1~~e~nh~:

it i:~rc~:~~~

methods.
Newville and Stangl are in
agreement; however, that it is not
somethi ng to be entered into lightly. ·
''This is a lifetime journey,"
Newville said.
She slaned her journey about 30
years .ago, after her. mother died.
The minister presiding over the
funeral told her it was God's -will, •
but Newville want~ clearer
answers.
"Pai n is usually what sends

way.
for
"It's rime for people to start
discovering
searching for new answers,"
how and why
Newville said.
life exists. It
...;
books
on
And the search begins when
also keeps her
Ju~i Newville _
astrology,
. people look inward.
in tune with
OINNER'0F INNER PEACE
palmistry and
"You have lo go 'by' what your
nature, which
BOOKS
numerology, as hean and your inner-sense Says,"
she says gives ---"-"---'-------'-- well as her the bookstore owner added.
her a better
·own taroi cards,
Even if it means taJcing the road
perspet:tive -of Rune
stones less traveled.
her own spirituality.
and crystals.
"In the end, we'll all be in the
"I associate nature with
"It's something that I can same J)lace," Newville said. 'The
God," Stangl said.
relate to," Stangl said. "~lus, journey is what's important."

become , a mainstay in

Get involved during the golden months.
by Muriah Miller

"We are expecting more people this summer
because 'su,!lllller school enrollment is up with
the switch from quarters to semesters,:· said
With summertime opportunities comes the James Martin, manager at the Red Carpet
enjoyment of the outdoors with various athletic Niteclub.
leagues, barbecues, beaches, rollerblading· or
Along with the Carpet, bands will play at the
savoring an iced cappuccino in the sunshine.
Java Z coffee shop on Friday and Saturday
Even though some students will be heading_ nights, while Thursday will continue to be "open
home for the summer, a huge number wil_l be mic" night. The Java ·Joint will also host "Java
staying in St. Cloud and looking for fun things W~kend" from May 15 to 17 with bands
to do.
performing, coffee tasting and a . band
~Businesses of St Cloud tak~ pride in serv!ng competition.
their customers the whole
After attending classes.
year around and have a
students may be looking for
packed calendar of things
alternative fonns of fitness ·
for students to take
..
and fun during the day.
advantage of.
St. Cloud Boxing and
STAFF WRfTER

4'4'

!

0

and':~c1:::;e :;e

~~:irbea~~~~~~e c~~~~a;;
KCLD:s·Pepsi Cruiser.

aro::e·n to b~a1c:tis~~~
lkaches all summer in the
Pepsi Cruiser, giving away
Pepsi and other prizes like .

:;~~~. ti~~'[~

s~:

0: ~ : :

We are.expecting :r;::?ntga s~~~erw~~al ~
nwre people this -;::~~ l:ki;~rt : : t~;
sunnner, because summer months of June, July
summer school ~~ ~::~.w~~~0~~s~1~i~~~
enrolJtnenl "is

Uh
'.I:'

with the switch
from quarters to
semesters.

access to all the fitness
equipment.
"Usually we think it will be

i~~~~

~e1!,e c::~:~"o/~~

dire~~~;er said th'e main
;~~~~u!~~~g~:~m!:;1;
focus of the station is adultJames Martin
impressed by our kickboxing
oriented, targeting ~pie
class, whlch gives fitness in a
ages 18 to 34, but finds
MANAGER AT THE Ri:o
short period of time."
many young and old
. CARPET NITECLUB
Kelm added he will be
listening fans in the
moving the club to what used
summer months.
to ,be the Body Shop,
Along with the Pepsi Cruiser, KCLD will be increasing their facility by 7,000 square feet,
. having its "Secret Sound Contest," runni'ng until access to free parkipg and showers.
the end of the month with more opportunities to
Diane ·Petri, a Junior .ltjck boxer and· actiye
win cash and prizes by guessing the particularly fitness enthusiast, said she thinks it. is going to
quirky sound to win.
be an active summer for her and many other
As music seems to attract the attention of students.
SCSU students, the Red Carpet Niieclub also
"I am going to play in softball and volleyball
has a packed line-up .for the Illonth of June to leagues, attend classes, and still make time to .
provide some night life.
·
have a good time at the beach and atnight,nPetri
Groups and artists like G.B. Leighton, 1 said. Petri's only fear was the rumor she heard of
Sarcastic Jack, Greazy Meal, Big Woo, Boogie El Nino causing a cooler summer.
Fik Plwlo
Wonderland and Tim Mahoney will grace the
Perhaps El Nino ~ill spare the humiffity but
stage during the weekends of June, keeping the leave the sunshlne, giving· students even more Juliana Junkermeier participated in Natural High Day
serving free ice cream to students on·campus.
Carpet a busy place.
reason to be active and produCtive this summer.

two years ago by
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Get set for the swing and ~ay of The Surahoolies
by Betsy Cahill

by The Surahoolies. The show

:'.II~:h:l~:~~~ri!: ~:~:ii

STAFF WRITER

Ni;~r

t~/e~!vt!';; •~~~1~~

the public and held in the Ritsche

Auditorium have been by Kid
Johnny Lang and the Big Bang,
Billy McLaughlin, Tina and the BSide Movement and Martin i.ellar.
.This will be the fourth time The
Surahoolies have performed on

listeners

-.

be ~v~~~e:~oli~ces open to

mu$ic

perfonnances. ,
The weekJy show is broadcast
on KVSC (88. l FM) and simulcast
on UfVS (cable channel 6).
"Monday Night Live" is a
one-hour musical ' perfonnance by
a local band. The showjs part of

live

local

"Monday Night Live."
·The Surahoolies started at a
home in St. Cloud in 1988 with

a local music evening pn K:VSC
andairsatIOp.m.after'TheArea,"

, ,!, radio broadcast featuring different
selections of locaJ music.
In 1994, "Monda)' Night Live"
was nominated in the Minnesota ·
Music Awards for the television
portion of the show. In 1997,
both the radio and the
television aspects were nominated.
Next Monday, "Monday Night
Live" will featu~ a performance ,

drummer, Brian Heying, and lead
singer/goitarist, Mark Hasbm.ick.
"Brian used to hang .out where I
lived," Hasbrouck said, '"We started
out by screwing around and
recordingonafourtrack."
Hasbrouck explained after
writing some original -songs, The
Surahoolies began playjng at The
Cantina, formerly a baron the south

Managing editor

played the most shows of any of the live show, Hasbrouck said, "You
bands perfonning at the Red Carpet never know what you're going to
in the last year.
hear." Hasbrouck explained that the
"We started working them in the band likes to improvise a lot and
summer
and oftentimes they don't really know
during school what's going to happen.
breaks,"
The Surahoolies have released
The
two tapes and two CDs. Their 1996
Surahoolies
explai~
transfonned ·
Martin. The Red ~ lease, Underneath th'e Water, was
now awarded KVSC's "Album of the
into the seven- They are wild · Carpet
piece
band
books the band Year," an honor given out by the
they are today
dance-griented
to play its staff and listeners Of KVSC.
and were able
biggest . weeks
According to KVSC Station
and have a crazy including
Manager, · Jo McMullen, The
to play at the
· Surahoolies are considering taping
graduation
Red Crupe!.
percussion
Jim Martin,
weekend.
their perfonnanCC and releasing it
Bar · MaJl.ager
'They do a as a ljve cassette ta~. McMullen
section.
and ·Booking
really good job said ·this was a chance for fans
live,"
Martin to "be a part of history."
Agent for the
Jim Martin
. Red Carpet,
said. "They are
Admission is free to everyone
BAR MANAGER AND BOOKING
said,
'The
wild
dance- attending Monday's event, The
AGENT FOR THE RED CARPET
Surahoolies
oriented
and doors to Ritsche Auditorium will
played here 21
have a crazy open at 8 p.m., and the show will
times last year."
percussion section."
start at 9 p.m.
Martin said The Surahoolies ·
In describing The Surahoolies
side of St. Cloud.. At this JX)int in
their-career, The Surahoolies were
luraed down to play at the Red
Carpet Niteclub.
It was not
until 1991 that

Sports editor

Associate editor
·News editors (2)

·Gepy·editors E31

Readers Advocate
-Photo editor ·-

Art director

On-Une editor ·

There are many open positions for people ·
interested inbecoming a part of the Chronicle
fami/.Jl_.,.AJ]p]ic.,a,tiQYJS. [!,_fi!-Mii{il,bl<:,:inJ}Jg _- 11.
Chronicle office- Stew.art Ha1! Jf ..:."anaare
due Wed. , May 13. lf you have any questions
_or UJant m_ore information, stop by th"e --;;
Chronicle or call 255-2449 .
<>.,
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Career & Money Editor

tart Your Career at ACR
At..£Z.. h~& c.arur opportunitie& in

P~?s
· cal~pr

10~

15

2"x 2"

<

the Twin C.itie& '5uburban area.
Wori' in the i.ommunit'( "11ith
individual& "11110 have di&abi\itie&.
•fT and 'PT por.itionr.
•benefit&
·
•internship& available
•rapid advan,ement potential
£u~\l~nt ~~~ri~nu for &tud~nt& in th~ fi~ld& of
1'&1Lh., £duc.ation, 'i>o,ia\ Wori:, 'i>oLio\091, Nur&in9
and man1 mor~!
Al-!l- ;rob\in~ (<,12) 4ss-111I
NIU.0/Mtaa~

-~

St. Clo~d Technical College offers over
100 educational options in a variety
of progrnm 'lengths.
If you 'd like more information or to e nroll ,
call our Admissions Office at
(320) 654-5089 or

1-800-222-1009 ext. 5089.

SI:UOUDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
{Jo/den Oppoitunities
l

-9

4

8

-

1

9

9

8

(320) 654-5089 <°>r 1-800-222•1009, <::X L 5089
.\'HO Nort h way Driw • SL Cloud. ,\ IN %3(13- 11-¼0
ADA....,__FacilityA-Aclioo:'VE(Jal~ EOUCIIIOo'an:IE,nploye<
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Horoscopes for May 7
Today's Birthday (May 7).
You're gaining valuable experience
this year, and also paying dues. If
you have to work this hard, you'd
better be doing something you
really enjoy. Decide what that is in
May. If you're not on the right track
by then, change direction. In
October, the workload increases.
iYou won't' have much time for

bring out the best in each other.
Nurture the relationship.

excitement. You could go ahead
and play the role of the peacemaker
or moderator. You're .good ahhat,
too.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) Today is a 7 - There's plenty of
work to do, and most of it is
Leo (July 23•Aug. 22) - Today
paperwork. You're in the mood to • isa7-Gatheringinfonnationthat
take action, and this is the best way proves what a good job you'i:e
to start. The decision has been doing could lead to other interestinJ
made. Now you just have to power facts as well. You might make
anything else. In December, ap old through. Be prepared 10 cover yourself downright invaluable.
expenses
this Once you get interested in learning,
~dition bolsters your confidence. unexpected
you' ll be an awesome force with
ilbere's something nice about the afternoon
which to contend.
familiar, especially if money is
Gemini (May 21.June 21) .......
~ght. ln February, a job opportunity
Virgo (Aug. 23,Sept. 22) ,appears, but i,t's a challenge. Go for Today is a 6-Tomorrow would be
it anyway. By March, you'll have perfect for a party at your house, Today is an 8 - You're in the
mood for ·shopping. Study your
~ to relax in the company of dear · with one special person invited
friends in a tranquil setting. Protect Before you get to that happy bills coming due so you'll know
3 friend with your silence in April.
acqvity, however, there's another how much you can spend. You
To get the advantage, <;:heck the job to do. It's something you might see something you want so
clay's rating: IO is the easiest day, 0 promised to have•.in the mail by much that you're willing to throw
most challenging.
•
tomorrow. If you can get it started caution to the winds. Don't throw
today, your chances of success your paycheck at it, however,
especially if you haven't received it
Aries (March 21-April 19) improve greatly.
ffoday is a 6 - Someone you find
yet
both infuriating and alluring wants
Cancer (June 22.July 22) you to do something, and that's a Today is a 6- lt'looks like there's
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) ptixed blessing. You don't want to enough chaos to last most people a. Today is a 7 - You don't ~ve
do it, but you might as well admit month. You're good at handling enough money to buy something
¥ou like the attention. Truth is, the situaiions like this, however, and you want, but that may not stop
~woof you
you actually' kind of like the you. If you're doing it to impress a

loved one, reconsider. That person
will think better of you if you save
the money instead. If you're
investing in educational materials,

however, go ahead.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Today is a 6 - Check in on the
grapevine today. You could find just
what you're looking for.
You can also provide something
in trade by doing a little job for the '
person who has what you want You
love to work deals like this, and
you're very good at it. So get busy

on one toda)'.
Sagillarius (Nov. 22-Dec, 21)
- Today is a 5 - The toughest of
the exams is over. Whether you
p3$Cd or not, you've got reason to
celebrate. If you followed the
ins~ructions. you might have
reached a higher level of"
enlightenment. That would give
you even more reason to celebrate,
and ttiis is a marvelous day for a
party.
Capricorn (Dec. 22~Jan. 19)Today is an 8- There will be a test
today at work. You have to pay

attention to what the boss wants.
Someone at home is having a
temper tantrum, too. Everyone
wants you to fuss over them. You
can straighten them out on what
needs <o be handled fi<St. You're
pretty good at that

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Today is a 7 - You need a change
of scene, but your sweetheart h;,J
Other plans. Y9u want to go
someplace interesting tonight, but
he or she wants to stay home. You
might compromise by joining
friends for dinner .and then going
your separate ways. Who says a
good relationship· has to follow 3.
cenain routine? Make it up as yoJ
go along.
Pisces (Feb. L9•March 20) Today is a 7 - Your loved one
wants something and you'd like to
buy it. That's how you always react
when someone you love wants
somelhing.Don'tworryifyoucan't
actually accomplish it this time.
Everybody knows that's what
you'd like to do, and they love yoq
for it In this case, it really is the
thought that counts.

• 2 018 8t h St. N•St. Cl o ud•
•( 3 20 ) 2 52 -26 00•

Want to

p~:.id

- your horizon1

Are you looking for

an opportunity to build a portfolio and get

paid? Look no more, become an Advertising Representative
for the University Chronicle.
For more information, call 255-3943, or stop by SH 13.

Qu ality is whc1t you can count on.

vailable with:

■I

• Tuck-under Parking
• Heat Paid
• Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microwave

CATHOUC CAMPUSMNSTRY

MASS : SATURDAY : 5 : 10 P.M .

SUNDAY : 9 A.M . . 11 : 15 A.M. & ·a P. M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORM AT ION: 251- 1261
OFFICE : 251 - 1260

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

BIGGEST APARTMENTS ON CAMPUS!

UNIVERSITY

Cbronkle/18

Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $201$35 gl!rages.
2-BDRM. $205/mo.
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundiy. Heat, water, gart>age &
parking/plug-in included, 654·8300.
1· & 2-BDRM. APTS.
avaijab!{! for mature students in
quiet balding. 12-mooth lease on~.
Call 240-9483.

Classifieds

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE ITI 1· and 2-bdrm.,apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your s~e and
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT

on S.E. skJe. On bus line. Heat pd.,
Northern Mgmt. 251:

Policies:
• Deadline: Mon!'lay at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Man_agernent.

•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes tv.lo lines: $2:
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone wtless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.

STILL LOOKING?
quiel, spacious 1,2 & 4-bdrm. apts.
in 8-plex. Free private reserved
parking. Laundcy, heat pd., $360$430. 251-6969.

Classified ads can be purchased in Room· 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the .
door. Notices are free and run a<;cording to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 o r 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.

VISIT US ON THE WEB !
large 1 :o~E~~-ev:pts Free' Select Prop www.rent.neUads/select
reserved parking with plug-ins.
4-BDRM. APTS.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus tine.
Heat and water pd., $360-$430/mo. 2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
251-6969.
Mgmt. 25Hl005.
2-BDRM.
RAVINE APTS.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Fal 1998. 253-7116.
Summernall. Call 251·8941.

:~g/mo

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. with 2 lull baths.

!!"rity s~~:ig~ 2£~·1J.arages,

2-BDRM. APTS.
veiy nice, new~ remodeled, $275
• $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. lo
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291 ,
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1
blk. to campus. Call Greg, 267•
3291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.
various

11!~~:!:~~~59-9283

AFFORDABLE
MICHIGAN PLACE
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 4- 4-bdrm. apts., Westview, dose to 1-bdmi. spacious, French balconies.
bdrm. spltt untts with two full baths. new SCSU libraiy, heat pd., NC, 1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
line. Heat pd., NC, $405/mo.
DW, micro., security, garages and . DW. 251-8284, 251 -9418.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
heat pd., parking, laundiy, NC,
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
SCSU dose. Huny few lett. Excel, $190/mo. Avail. immediate~. 1 blk.
APTS.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
close to downtowr and SCSU, heat 251-6005.
251-4160.
pd., Rwerside Prop. 251-8284, 251·
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
9418.
APT.
HALENBECK APTS.
on 5th Ave. Non-smoking. Starting now renting for summer and fall.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
June or August. 259-9434.
Two tun bathrooms, 4-bdrm. apts.
IMMEDIATELY
259-9434.
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2·
METROVIEW APTS.
252-2633.
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445. 2· and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
2-bdrm. lg. or X·lg. $460. Pool, decks, DW, heal pd., NC, security
1· AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus ceiling fan, OW, on· bus line, quiet garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
line. Riverside Properties. 251- bldgs. Call 251·3617.
8284, or 251-9418.
4'BDRM.APTS.
I-BDRM. APT.
$195/10-mo. lease, $175/12-mo. starting June. 1 blk. from campus.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. untts across from campus. lease. Heat and basic cable $450/mo. util. parking included. 259·
9434.
Clean qualtty lwing. DW, NC, heat included. 259-9673.
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
M & M SUITES
$150 ROOM SHARED HOUSE;
420-1290, or 251-8284.
1 room efficiencies avail. summer laundry, yard, parking, shared util.
and fall. NC, util., cable TV inciuded. Close, mo. to mo. or $210 lease.
.
M&MAPTS.
·
Call Elaine at 251·6656, avail. 6/1.
now renting for '98-'99 school year. 259-9434.
4-bdrm. apts.7 all fresh~ updaled.
4-BDRM. HOUSE
5-BDRM. HOUSE
259-9434. '
has rooms for rent Summer monlhs to share, 1·3 room avail. Free
and/or next fall. Near SCSU wasll/diy, parking. Call Tim 255~OUSES/ APT. HOUSES
5-bdrm. for 5-6 people. 8-bdrm. for campus. $200/mo. plus util. For 0870.
9·1 1 people. 9-bdrm. for 9-10 more info. call Dawn at (320) 285LARGE SINGLE ROOM
people. Great SCSU locations, Dan 4875.
with private-bathroom and NC for
251-1925.
SINGLE ROOM
the older student. Util. included.
male, female, summer or fall. 1 blk. 706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two to campus, on 5th Ave.
HOUSE AND APT.
showers, OW, micro., security. Heat Veiy nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.
4-bdrm. house and a 2-bdrm. apt.
paid. 253-1154.
4-BDRM. HOUSE FOR RENT
avail. Juine 1. 253-8055, or 250near campus, 2 baths, large kitchen. • 5589.
MALE WANTED
to share 4-bdnn. apt near campus. $750/mo. plus util. Avail. June 1st.
Cal Mike at 259-4023 or 654-1 STT.
1-BDRM. $260/MO. 2-BDRM. AT
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
tired of roommates? Call us today!
253- 1154.
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ROOMMATES WANTED .
lo share 4-bdrm. house. Call Sandy'
240-9594.
1-BDRM. APT. AVAIL 6/1
quiet, upper duplex near Lake
George. Gable, heat, water, parking
included. No smoking. Reference.
$350/mo. 255-5323.

$24M10.

in 3-bdrm., 1 bath house located on
Northside.
Avail.
imm.
heaVwater/util./trash removal not
included. 255-2082.

ROOMMATE NEEDED JUNE 1
to live with female and gay male in
3-bdrm. apt Call 249-8496, leave
message, lots of extras! Huge
rOO'llS.

LARGE EFACENCY
S.E.locationwal~ngdistance.Avail.
Fall, $275 plus electric. No smoijng,
no parties. 253-3679.

MALE TO SHARE 4-BORM. APT.
heat pd., dose to SCSU, parking,.
laundiy, DW. Excel Mgml. 251·
6005.
IT'S NOT TOO LATEI
caN today to see an apl.eff, 3
&4 bdrm. avail. 253-1154 or
www.rent.neUads/seleot
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1• and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 251·
8284, or 251·9418.
WEST CAMPUS
4-bdnn. and single rooms avail.
Near Halenbeck, heat included.
Individual leases. $175/mo. 654·

8300.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.

APTS.
heat pd., OW, micro., NC, interoom
entry, parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.

BENTONWOOD APTS.
2-bdrm. apts. near Hwy. 10 and 23.
Avail. 6/1 or &11. 12-mo. leases
$360-$400. 10-mo. leases $440 •
$460. Heat pd., on bus line, micro.
incl. Dan 251-1925.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
avail. 6/1 or 811. 1-bdnn. apts. near
Coboms. 12-mo. leases $320-$350.
10-mo. lease $360-$390. Dan 251·
1925.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
4-bdrm. apt., heat pd., DW, rmcro.,
NC, parking and carports, laundiy.
EPM 251-6005.
4-BDRM. APT.
2--car garage, with opener, heat,
laundry, central air & city util,
included. $200/mo. each. Avail.
Sept. 1sl. 259-5671.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdrm. 240-0679, 250-0679.
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MALE
STUDENTS
summer rates $99/mo. all util. pd.
except phone. Also renting for fall
and winter. Call Dave after 5 p.m.,
251-5246.
NOW RENTING
lor the 1998-99 school year. 251·
1814 or scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4-bdrm. apt. DW, NC. 240-0679, or
250-0679.

SMALL 1-BDRM. HOUSE
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting .
Jooe 1. Util., parking pd. 253-6606.

AMENmES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTli
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,
DW, NC, 1.5 baths, Rwerside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
2· AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
lor women. Hea~ elec. pd. Parking,
laundiy. Close, quiet 253-0451.
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdrms. dose to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Rwerside
251-8284, 251-9418.
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
heat pd., parking, laundiy, DW,
intercom entry. Excel Mgmt. 251·
6005.
3-BDRM. APT.
380 5th Ave. S. 3 people $825/"mo. 4
people $900/mo. Qualtty living, Dan
251-1925.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS .
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. lnciudes
heat, DW, micro., NC, blinds. 575
7th St. S. 252-9226.
8-BDRM. HOUSE
avail. Aug.1. 2 kitchens, 3
bathrooms, washer/dryer, free
parking. $215/person. Must have 8
people. Call Apartment Finders,
259-4040.
.
IVY APTS.
4-bdrm. apts., DW, micro., security
and basic cable inciukJed. Heat pd.
259-9673.

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
Rwerside Property 251-8284, 2519418.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
3- & 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 lull baths, free parking
and much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management, 251-1814.
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$$ 500/MO. $$
2-BDRM. DUPLEX CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
basement, off-street parking. 6548300 or 255-9262.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdrm. apts. avail. now. QW, A/C,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M 253- 1100.

APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents it all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each

~1~~i:c~:¥7:•

1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
550 motorcycle 15,000M. Great
condttion. Carl 253-3335, evenings.
65 GALLON AQUARIUM
includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning 'kit.
College graduate leaving area
June 1, must sell $300 or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.

Personals
"AMERICAN DREAM"
lose weight, feel great, make $$$. I
lost 32 lbs. and make over $500/mo.
You cari too! 1-888-373-7384.

micro., heat.

1· BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed ·$370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,

water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from wtth 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus

Management.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from

new library stte on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154

Notices
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORY!

---Jtl~~J~6~Rt~]it.

"A FATHER & TWO SONS". A story
· of love & forgiveness. Order on the
web at: www.loveofchrist.org
STEARNS COUNTY PUBLIC
HEALTH
will be sponsoring it's monthly
immunization clinics in conjunction
with WIG Clinics in the St. Cloud
area at the locations and times
indicated. The vaccine is provided
by the Minnesota Department of
Health for use in public clinics.
There is a $6 per immunization
donation requested and Medical
Assistance and Minnesota Care can
be billed for those who are eligible.
Appointments are not required but
are requested. To schedule an
appointmeAI, please call Steams
County Public Health at 656-6155
or, if long distance, 1-800-450-5893.

For Sale
1993 CHEVY SUBU RBAN
red, 81,SOOM. Asklng $15,850 or will
trade. You have to see this one to
believe this price. Call Harry at 6853123.
·
PRIME BUILDING-SITE
16 acres. 20 min. N.E. of St. Cloud.
Price $22,000. Call 612-429-3301.
1987 DODGE SHADOW
low miles, 80M. Runs great, Cd
stereo, $12,000. Shane at 2537848, evenings.
1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
only 600M. $2,800 or b/o. Call Scott
529-8280, leave message.
MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans Am, well taken care of,
mint condition. Asking $5,000 or
B/O. Call 685-3917, ask tor Scott.

Employment
RICE RECREATION
is looking for summer T-ball through
little league coaches. For more
information please call 393-3201.
WANTED:
Musicians to play In alte rnative
Christian rock band for church.
Keyboardist, drummer, guitarist,
brass and lead singer needed. 6540248.
POSmON OPENINGS
two upper elementary teachers.
Long-term substitute positions for
'98-'99 Schoof year. Salary, as per
salary schedule. Apply to: Dennis
Fogelson, Superintendent I.S.D.
#306 Route 2, Box 1 Laporte, MN
56461. Please include letter of
appliGation and credentials.
SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED
for apt. bids., evenings wor1<. Also
cleaning persons. Call Riverside
Property 251-8284.
$1 ,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.
GET IT ALL!!
money!
travel!
experience!
friendships! fun! 709-1201 .
LARGEST RESIDENTIAL
PAINTING COMPANY IN TH E
NATION
is now hiring painters and job site
managers for the summer. No
experience necessary. Work in your
hometown. $6-$10/hr. Call 1-612·
595-8300.
FUN! FUN! FUN!
summer work avail. $475/wk. to
start. No experience necessary, due
to company training. Could lead to
part-time work during school year or
career
opportunities
after
graduation. Call 251-0407.
PAID REAL ESTATE WORK
STUDY
12-15 hr./wk. Evenings & weekends
req. Croat-Kerleld Homes Alt.
Kirsten 1219 33rd St. s. St. Cloud,
MN 56301
$1,500WE6KLY
potential mailing our circulais. Free
intormation. Call (4 10) 783-8275.
TEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
JOBS:
private children's camps, NY, PA,
New England. 6/20 • 8/20. c'all
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK •
teach basic conversational English
in Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
Competitive wages + benefits. Ask
us how! (517) 336-0629 ext.
K56811.
HELP WANTE D
men/women earn $375 weekly
processing/assembling Medical I.D.

cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience necessary, will train. Call
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M.
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students internships welcome. Call · campus rep. 1-800-574-75n.
for app. or interview, 612-474-8085.
SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/ YOU
.
CHOOSE!!
. --ARE YOU GOING HOME FOR
THE SUMMER AND WANT A JOB NY, PA, New England. Instructors
' IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
needed: TenrJis, roller-hockey,
consider becoming PIT school bus basketball, life.guards, baseball,
driver. No experience needed, we gymnastics, sailing, etc. Arlene
train. Hrs.: 6:45 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. Streisand, 1·800-443-6428.
AND 2 p.m. • 4:15 p.m. $8.50 ·
$10.~illr. Call Spanier Bus 251·
3313. We are hiring all summer.
Attention

KARRINGTON COTTAGE OF
BUFFALO
Work' in a home-like setting. Great
interaction
with
residents.
Opportunity
for
Career
advancement. Now hiring for 3 new
exciting full-time pos~ions
·shift Supervision Float - 10p.m. to
NANNIES!
6a.m. - to oversee staff, empower, live-in posttions with Prescreened
train, evaluate performance. Need Nationwide Professional Families.
high energy, motivated individual. Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
Management experience is a plus commitment! Nannies Elite·. Call
resume is required.
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
'Staff Afloat • 6 a.m. • 2 p.m.
'Staff Affoat • 2 p.m. • 1Opm.
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
PT, 3 day/wk. including every other
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO
weekend.
BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
These positions require strong
THECmES?
organizational skills, a self- Friendship V~ntures is hiring college
motivated individual with the ability students. We will provide the
to initiate tasks as needed.
training if you provide the positive
attitude and energy! Earn a salary
We offer:
•in-house paid training
plus free room & board! Many
' 401k
posttions avail. at Camp Friendship
•Profit sharing
an~ Eden Wood serving children &
adults
with
developmental
*Sick, vacation, personal day
•Medical, Dental, Life package avail. disabilities. Inquiries Welcome! EOE
'Merit Wage increases
1-800-450-8376.
Every other wkend. at $10/hr. 1friendl@spacestar.com
morning, evening hrs. avail.
-CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
Requirements:
JOBS
•Must have high school diploma or
excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask
equivalent
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56813.
~Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
•Must have valid MN driver's licecse
•Must successfully complete a
ELK YOUTH CAMP
background study
near Brainerd needs cabin
•Must be at least 18 yrs. of age
counselor, water-front people, craft
Please contact Carolyn at 612-682- specialist,
naturalist,
fishing
9367 or Pam at 612-682-9366 to set · specialist, music leader, nurse.
up an interview. EOE
June 10toAug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
507-373-6002.
SUMMER WORK
EARN UP TO $2.000
$12.25 TO START
part time in just 4-8 wks. Memo!ink
no experience necessary. FT/ PT. needs 1 highly motivated individual
Flexible hrs. Scholarships avail. to direct its summer sales/marketing
(320) 203-1300.
project at St. Cloud. Contact Pete at
1-888-509-6313.
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
desperately wanted by infertile,
SPRING BREAK '98
hopeful parents. All races needed. free food and drinks! Cancun,
Ages 21-30. Compensation $3,500. Bahamas, Jamaica ·and Florida from
Please call OPTIONS (800) 886· $399 and up. Organize a small
9373.
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
' HEY, ARE YOU GOING TO
Surl & Sun Tours to become a
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A
WEEKEND JOB?'
Friendship Ventures is hiring camp
staff to work Friday 5:30 p.m. Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are
located near Annandale, just 25 min.
S.E. of St. Cloud and Eden Prairie.
Work 2 - 12 weekends this summer,
and could continue next school
year! Work with adults & kids with
disabilities. WiU train. All majors can
apply, both guys and women
welcome! 1-800-450-8376 EOE
friendl@spacestar.com

,
SEIZED CARS .
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your arEfa. Toll free 1:
800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
GOV'r ~ORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.
EUROPE· SUMMER '98
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Caribbean/ Me~co $229 r~. Call 1·
800-326-2009.
http: //www.airhitch.org
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, Suite 205, St. Cloud. ·
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed .
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters • and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Hurry and
place your ads!
We have only one
regular issue of the

University Chronicle
left for the year.

f~all

LIVE-IN ATTENDANT
light house-keeping and cooking.
Call Chad at 656-9233.
$1 ,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At hpme.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
enjoy working and play(ng outdoors
with children. Swimming, campfires,
kayaks, climbing wall and water
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp
located 30 minutes S.W. of
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
women.
Certified
lifeguards,
program counselors, _envir. ed.
assistants, and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of
einployment start June 13. Must be
18 or older. Training provided.
Sala ry plus room and board.
Preference given . to college

today to place
yotn• ela~~t ··ed
ad!
2.j.t-4ft86.
O.- stop i11 at

ht
Ste,va1-t Hall.
80011113
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. co·n gratulatiqns,
Kristin, on being selected as one of two
Meyer Telemarketing and SCSU Scholarship
award winners!
.If you'd like to be on the same winning te~m as Kristin,
stop by during our

Spring Open House.
Wednesday May 13th
12 p.m. to 6 p.m .
· 11 Sixth Avenue North
. (Just a half block north of Herbergers)

Free pop, cookies, ice cream and
a Susan B. Anthony bonus dollar. .
..: Start immediately, or interview now and start in June.
- $7.00/hr. after your two week training period.
- Best part•time job in St. Cloud!

Call 259-4050 for more in;ormation,
or stop by Wednesday.

MEYER· . TELEMARKETING- - - -

EOE

.

INSTANT CREDIT

·."\

.
~
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
11 tJ
1 Year,
~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSI.T!

no credit •s~ra
bad 1credit
•.; )·:,Bi
no "incon1e?
E1re,..i a.
\l·s-;;a.
~
4 --··· ~ \# - i~ ·•
- a,
.- You can Qualify To Recefve
, . .!

-·

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

_·J
~----------~------------------------------~
, Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cq,rd.i:,? ;.

I
I
I
I
·1

I
I
I
I
I

k

I
I
I

YES!

I want CcJ•t·W·Wii=l=l•l·!i.j:.l;M'ZM Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name .................. - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - · · ·······················································································
Address ........................... - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City.:................ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature ................ - - - -

li red

-----·······-········5tate ..........................................Zlp .•.......................................

Turned Down?

..I.!------·- - ·----·------------------ ----------

